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2800

ART. 2800. The interest of the sums lent and the arrears of
constituted and l ife annuity can not hear interest hut from the day a
judicial demand of the same has been made by the credito r and when
interest is due for at least one w hole year.
RCC-1911, 1935, 1938, 1944, 2923.

RCC 1870, Art. 2800.
Same as above.
(Projet, p. 329.
Transposition adopted; comment
by redactors, p. 328)
Same as above· but comma ( , ) after
Les interets des sommes preUes et lea
"lent",
after
" nnuity",
and after
arrerages des rentes viageree et cons
"creditor."
tituees ne peuvent produire interet que
du jour de la demande judiciaire, form�
par le creancier, et lorsqu'il 11'agit au
moins d'interets d'une ann ee enticrc.

cc 1 825, Art. 2771.

�

CC 1808, p. 408, Art. 40.

-p. 409, Art. 40.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "lent' ', or after "creditor."

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"pretees", and after "constituece."

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XV, Art. 4:$.
Same as CC 1808, p. 408, Art. 40,
above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 409, Art. 40,
above; but "des rentea" s pelled "de
rentes"; no punctuation after "judi
ciaire."

TITLE XI-OF PARTNERSHIP*

*See general comment by redactors, Projet, p. 329.

Chapter I-GENERAL PROVISIONS
A.RT. 2801. Partnership is a synallagmatic and commutative
contract made between two or more persons for the mutual participa
tion in the profits which may accrue from property, credit, skill o r
industry, furnished in determined proportions* h y the parties.
RCC-474, 1761, 1765, 1766, 1768, 1770, 1774, 1778, 1779, 1901, 2399, 240 2
et seq., 2802 et seq., 2809 et seq., 2829 et seq., 2835 et seq., 2839 et seq., 2852 ' 2865
'
2871, 2872.
RS-2668, 2669.

RCC 1870, Art. 2801.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2772.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 329.
Substitution adopted; no com
ment)
La societe est un contrat synallag
matique et commutatif, par lequel deux
ou plusieurs personnes mettent en com
mun* leurs biens, leur credit, leurs ta
lens ou leur industrie, pour partager
entr'elles les benefices qui peuvent en
resulter.
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Art. 2802

CC 1808, p. 388, Art. 1..

·P· 389, Art. 1.

The contract of partnership is that by
which two or more persons agree to put
something in common, with a view to
divide the benefit which they expect
from the same.

Le contrat de societe, est celui par
l � quel deux ou plusieurs personnes con
v1ennent de mettre quelque chose en
c mmun, dans la vue de partager le be
nefice qui_ en est espere.

·P· 388, Art. 2, par. 3.

�

p . 389, Art. 2, par. 3.

·

It is both synalagmatick [synallagma
ticl and commutative.

II est synallagmatique et commutatif.

CN 1804, Art. 1832.
Partnership is a contract by which two
or more persons agree to put some
thing in common, with a view to divide
the benefit which may result there
from.

La societe est un contrat par lequel
deux ou plusieurs personnes convien
nent d e mettre quelque chose en com
mun dans la vue de partager le bene
fice qui pourra en resulter.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 1.
Same as CC 1808, p.
above.

388, Art.

1,

-Book III, Title XIV, Art. 2, par. 3.
Same as CC 1808, p. 388, Art. 2,
par. 3, above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 389, Art. 1,
above; but no punctuation after "so
ciete."
Same as CC
par. 3, above.

1808, p. 389, Art. 2,

*Note error in English translation of French text; "furnished in determined
proportions" should be "placed in common."

ART.
tracting.

2802.

It may he made hy a l l persons capable of con-

RCC-1782 et seq., 2801.
RCC 1870, Art. 2802.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2773.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 329.
Substitution :i: adopted; no com
ment)
Tous ceux qui sont capables de con
tracter, peuvent former une societe.

CC 1808, p. 388, Art. 4.

·P· 389, Art. 4.

This contract may be entered into by
all parties capable of contracting, a s
it is required in the title o f contracts and
conventional obligations in general: nev
ertheless minors being considered as of
age for what relates to the trade they
are engaged in, may enter into a partner
ship respecting said trade and are not
allowed restitution in that r espect under
the plea of minority.

Ce contrat peut se former entre tous
ceux qui sont capables de contracter,
ainsi qu'il est exprime au titre des con.
trats et des obligatiom conventionnellea
en general.
Neanmoins, les mineurs etant reputes
majeurs, pour le fait du commerce dont
ils font profession, peuvent contracter
societe, relativement a ce commerce, et
ne sont point admis, a cet egard, a se
faire restituer, sous pretexte de mi
norite.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 4.
This contract may be entered into by
all persons capable of contracting, as
it is explained in the title of Contracts.
Nevertheless minors being considered
as of age for what relates to the trade
they are engaged in, may enter into a
partnership relative to said trade, and
are not allowed restitution in that re
spect under the plea of minority.

Ce contrat peut se former entre tous
ceux qui sont capables de contracter,
ainsi qu'il est explique au titre des con
ventions.
Neanmoins les mineurs etant reputes
majeurs pour le fait du commerce dont
ils font profession, peuvent contracter
societe relative a ce commerce, et ne
sont point, a cet egard, admis a se resti
tuer sous pretexte de minorite.
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Art. 2803
ART.

2803.

It is regulated by the rules laid down in the title:
in all things not differently provided

Of Conventional Obligations,
for hy this title.

RCC-1761, 2438, 2 4 4 1 , 2 4 5 7, 2516, 2547, 2 6 6 8, 2 9 9 2, 3075.

RCC 1870, Art. 2803.
Same as above.

Substitution t adopted; no com(Projet, p. 329.
ment)
Ce contrat est regle par les differentes
Same as above; but no punctuation
dispositions qui sont contenues au titre
after "the title."
des obligations conventionnelles, dans
tout ce qui n'est pas autrement e tabli
dans le present titre.

CC 1 825, Art. 2774.

·P· 389, Art. 5.

CC 1 808, p. 388, Art. 5.

Une societe peut etre faite verbale
ment, ou par ecrit, et la preuve s'en
fait ainsi qu'il est prescrit au titre

A partnership may be contracted
either verbally or in writing, and the
proof of it is made as it is regulated
under the title of contracts or conven

des contrats et des obligations conven
tionnelles en general.

tional obligations in general.
CN 1 804, Art. 1 834.

All partnerships must be drawn up in
writing, when their object is of a value
of more than one hundred a n d fifty
francs.
Testimonial proof is not admitted
against and beyond what is contained in
the act of partnership, nor on what
might be alleged to have been said be
fore, at the time of or subsequent to
this act, although it be a matter of a
sum or value of less than one hundred
and fifty francs.

Toutes societes doivent etre redigees
par ecrit, lorsque leur objet est d'une
valeur de plus de cent cinquante francs.

·

La preuve testimoniale n'est point ad
mise contre et outre le contenu en l'acte
de societe, ni sur ce qui serait allegue
avoir ete dit avant, !ors ou depuis cet
acte, encore qu'il s'agisse d'une somme
ou valeur moindre de cent cinquante
francs.

ART. 2804. All partnerships are null and void which are
formed for any purpose forbidden by law or good morals. But all
the partners in such a partnership are liable in solido to third persom
who may contract with them without a knowledge of the illegal or
immoral obj ect of the partnership.
RCC-1764, 1779, 1892, 1 895, 2031, 2091, 2 0 9 3 , 2107.
(as am. b y 1 926, No. 303) .

Acts 1 9 1 8, No. 6 4

RCC 1870, Art. 2804.
Same as above.
(Projet, p. 329.
Substitution t adopted ; no comment)
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
Toutes les societes, qui sont formees
"void", and after "persons."
pour un but illicite ou contraire aux

CC 1 825, Art. 2775.

bonnes mamrs, sont nulles et de nul
effet. Mais tous les associes sont soli
dairement obliges envers les tiers avec
lesquels ils p euvent contracter, si ces
tiers n'ont point connaissance du but
illicite ou immoral de cette societe.

CC 1808, p. 388, Art. 3, par. 1 & subd. 4.
·
It is of the essence of said contract;
4thly. That the object of the part
nership be lawful and that the benefit
which is expected from the same, be
not unreasonable or* dishonest.

-p.

389, Art. 3, par. 1 & subd. 4.

II est de son essence:

4.
Que l'objet de la societe soit licite,
et que le profit qui en est espere soit*
'
honnete.
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Art. 2807

CN 1 804, Art. 1 833, par. 1 .
Every partnership must have a lawful
object and be contracted for the com
mon interest of the parties.

Toute societe doit avoir un objet licite,
et etre contractee pour l'interet commun
des parties.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 3, par. 1 and subd. 4 .
Par. 1 same a s C C 1808, p . 388, Art. 3 ,
par. 1, above.
That the object of the partnership
4.
be lawful and that the benefit which is
expected from the same be not dishonest.

Same as C C 1808, p . 3 8 9 , Art. 3,
par. 1 and subd. 4, above; but comma (,)
after "essence"; no punctuation after
"espere."

•"Unreasonable or" has no counterpart in French text.

ART. 2805.
the parties .

Partnerships must be created by the consent of

RCC-1766, 1780, 1 7 9 7 , 1803, 2456, 2661, 2801.
RCC 1870, Art. 2805.

(Same as Art. 2805 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
Amendment adopted; no com
(Projet, p. 329.
ment )
La societe se contracte par le seul
Partnerships must be created by consent of the parties.
consentement.
CC 1 825, Art. 2776.

CC 1 808, p. 388, Art. 2, par. 2.

-p.

CN 1 804.

389, Art. 2, par. 2.

Il se
ment;

I t i s formed by consent alone.

forme

par

le seul

consente

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 80 0 ) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 2, par. 2.
Same as CC 1808, p. 388, Art.
par. 2 , above.

2,

Same as CC 1808, p. 38 9, Art. 2 ,
par. 2, above; but period ( . ) after
"consentement."

ART. 2806. A community of property does not of itself create
a partnership, however that property may be acquired, whether by
purchase, donation, accession, inheritance or prescription.
RCC-1135, 1298, 2807, 2332, 2399 et seq., 2 418.
RCC 1870, Art. 2806.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2777.

(Projet, p. 330.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

La co-propriete ne cree pas par elle
meme une societe, de quelque maniere
que le bien commun soit acquis, soit
par achat, donation, accession, heritage
ou prescription.

ART. 2807. The community of property, created by marriage
is not a partnership ; it is the effect of a contract governed by rules
prescribed for that purpose in this Code.
RCC-1135, 2332, 2399 et seq., 2 8 0 6.
RCC 1 87 0, Art. 2807.
Same as above.
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Add1"t1"on :i: adopted·, no comment )
· t, p. 330 ·
(pro3e
CC 1825, Art. 2778.
communaute de biens, qui est
La
after
)
(,
comma
but
Same as above;
creee par le mariage, n'est pas une so;
"marriage."
ciete; c'est l'effet d'un contrat gouverne
par des regles particulieres, qui sont
prescrites dans ce Code.
CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

A.RT. 2808. Property, when brought into partnership, or ac·
quired by it, and the profits, when they are kept undivided for the
benefit of the partnership, are called partnership stock.
RCC-2815, 2829, 2831.
RCC 1870, Art. 2808.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art . 2779.

(Projet, p. 330. Addition :j: adopted; no comment)
Les biens qui sont apportes dans la so
ciete, ou qui sont acquis par elle, e t les
benefices, tant qu'ils sont conserves sans
etre partages, pour l'avantage social,
forment ce qui s'appelle le capital de la
societe.

Same as above.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2809. Property, credit, skill and industry being the
sources from which the profits of a partnership may he drawn, each
of the partners may furnish either or all of these, in such proportions
as they may mutually agree.
RC C-1885, 2801, 2810, 2811, 2831, 2841, 284 6, 2856, 2858, 2859.
RCC 1870, Art. 2809.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2780.
Same as above.

( Projet, p. 330. Substitution adopted; no com
ment)
Les biens, le credit, les talens et l'in
dustrie, etant les sources d'ou peuvent
decouler les benefices de la societe, cha
cun des associes peut fournir l'une de
ces choses ou toutes, dans la proportion
qui peut etre mutuellement convenue
entr'eux.

CC 1808, p. 388, Art. 3, par. 1 &: subd. 1 .

·p. 389, Art. 3, par. 1 &: subd. 1 .

It is of the essence of said contracts;
1st. That every partner should bring
or bind himself to bring into the part
nership something which is susceptible
of being valued, whether it be money or
any other kind of goods, or his industry;

I I est d e son essence:
1. Que chaque associe apporte, ou
s'oblige d'apporter a la societe quelque
chose d'appreciable, soit de l'argent, soit
toute autre espece de bien, soit son in
dustrie;

CN 1804, Art. 1833, par. 2.
Each partner must bring to it either
money or other property or his industry.

Chaque associe doit y apporter ou de
l'argent, ou d'autres biens, ou son in
dustrie.
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Art.

2811

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 3, par. 1 and subd. 1 .
Same a s C C 1808, p . 388, Art. 3 ,
par. 1 and subd. 1, above.

Same a s C C 1808, p . 389, Art. 3, par. 1
and subd. 1, above; but comma (,) after
"essence"; no punctuation after "ap
porte."

ART. 2810. By credit, in the foregoing article, is meant, not
only a reputation for responsibility as to pecuniary concerns, but
also any quality or other circumstance that may acquire the good will
of others, and contribute to the prosperity of the partnership.
RCC-2809.

RCC 1870, Art. 2810.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2781 .

(Projet, p. 330.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

On entend par le mot credit, dont ii
est fait usage dans !'article precedent,
non seulement la reputation que quel
qu'un peut avoir en raison de sa solva
bilite et de ses moyens pecuniaires, mais
encore les qualites ou les autres circon
stances qui peuvent Iui acquerir la con
fiance des autres, et contribuer a Ia
prosperite de la societe.

ART. 281 1. It is of the essence of this contract that a profit
is contemplated, and that each of the parties is to partake therein;
the proportion they are respectively to receive is regulated by the
stipulation of the parties, where they make any; where none are made
for this purpose, the proportion is regulated by law.
RCC-1764, 1777, 2801, 2809, 2812 et seq., 2841, 2866.

RCC 1 870, Art. 281 1 .
Same as above.
(Projet, p. 330. Amendment adopted; no com
ment)
II est de !'essence de ce contrat, qu'il
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
ait pour objet l'esperance d'un gain qui
"receive"; colon ( :) after "any."
doit etre partage entre les associes. La
part que chacun d'eux doit en recevoir,
est reglee par leurs conventions, lors
qu'ils s'en sont expliques: mais quand
ils n'ont fait aucune convention a cet
egard, leur part est reglee par Ia loi.
CC 1 825, Art. 2782.

CC 1 808, p. 388, Art. 3, par. 1 & aubds.

2, 3.
It is of the essence of said contract;
2dly. That the partnership be entered
into for the common interest of the
parties ;
3dly. That the parties have it in con
templation to make a benefit which
they intend to divide amongst them
selves in proportion to what they brought
into the partnership ;
CN 1 804.

-p. 389, Art. 3, p ar. 1 & subds. 2, 3.
II est de son essence:
2. Que la societe soit contractee pour
l'interet commun des parties;

3. Qu'elles se proposent de faire un
gain auquel chacune puisse esperer
d'avoir sa part, en raison de ce qu'elle
apporte dans la societe;

No corresponding article.
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Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 3, par. 1 and subds. 2, 3.

Same as CC 1 8 0 8, p . 388, Art. 3,
par. 1 and subds. 2 , 3, above.

Par. 1 and subd. 2 same a s CC 1808,
p. 3 89, Art. 3, par. 1 and subd. 2 , above;
but comma ( , ) after "essence,"
3. Qu'elles se proposent de faire un
gain auquel chacune puisse esperer
d'avoir part a raison de ce qu'elle ap
porte dans la societe;

ART.
It is not necessary, under the last article, that the
contract of partnership should provide for the actual partition of the
profits. A stipulation that the profits shall be converted into stock
for the benefit of all the parties in determined proportions, is valid.

2812.

RCC-2811, 2 8 1 3 , 2814.

RCC 1870, Art. 2812.

(Same as Art. 2 8 1 2 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

CC 1825, Art. 2783.

(Projet, p. 3 3 0 .

Same as above.

It is not necessary under the last
article, that the contract of partnership
should provide for the actual partition
of the profits. A stipulation that the
profits should be converted into stock
for the benefit of all the parties in determined proportions, is valid.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No correspo nding article.

Addition t adopted; no comment)

11 n'est pas necessaire, d 'apres les
dispositions de !'article precedent, que
le contrat de societe ait pourvu au par
tage effectif des benefices. Une stipu
lation, par laquelle il serait <lit que les
benefices seront convertis en a cquisi
tion , pour l'avantage de tous les associes, suivant des parts determinees, est
valable.

ART.
A participation in the profits of a partnership car·
ries with it a liability to contribute between the parties to the expenses
and losses. But the proportion, like that of the profits, may be
regulated by the stipulation of the parties, and, where they make
none, is provided for by law.

2813.

RCC-2 086, 2 801, 2 8 1 1 , 2 814, 2865, 2872 .

RCC 1870, Art. 2813.
Same as above.

C C 1825, Art. 2784.

(Projet, p. 3 3 0 .

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "parties, and."

CC 1808.

No correspo nding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

La participation dans les benefices
d'une societe, emporte avec elle !'obliga
tion, de la part des associes, d e con
tribu e r aux depenses et aux pertes. Mais
la part dans Jes pertes comme dans les
benefices peut etre reglee par la conven
tion des parties, et lorsqu'elles n'en
ont fait aucune, elle est egalement re
glee p a r la Joi.

ART.
A stipulation that one of the contracting parties
shall participate in the profits of a partnership, but shall not con·
tribute to losses, is void, both as it regards the partners and third

2814.
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Art. 2815

persons. But in the case of a p artnership in commcndam, hereinafter
provided for, the liability to loss m ay be limited to the amount of
stock* furnished.
RCC-11, 2031, 2801, 2811 et seq., 2828, 2839 et seq., 2866, 2872.

RCC

1870,

Same

aa

1825,

CC

Art.

2814.

above.

2785.

Art.

(Projct, p. 330. Substitution adopted; no com
ment)
Une stipulation, par laquelle i 1 serait
convenu que l'un des associea aurait
part aux benefices, mais ne contribuerait
pas aux pertes, sernit nulle, tant entre

Same as above.

lea aBSocies, qu'a l'egard des tiers. Mais
dans le cas d'une socicte en comman
dite, dont ii est trnitc ci-apres, la con
tribution aux pertes peut etre limitec
au capital* fourni.

1808,

CC

p. 394, Art. 33.

·P·

The agreement which gives to one of
the partners the totality of the profits is
null.
It is the ume with a stipulation which
would free from every share in the
losses, the sums or effects put into the
partnen1hip by one or more of the part
ners.
(Supprc1111ed on recommendation
of redactors; see comment, Projct, p.
338)

CN

1804,

Art.

395, Art. 33.

La convention qui donne a l'un des
associea la totalite des benefices, e s t
nulle.
II en est de mcme de la stipulation qui
affranchirait, de toute contribution aux
pertes, !cs som m e s ou cft'ets mis dans le
fonds de la socicte, par un ou plusieurs
des 8118ocies. (Supprc11sed on recommen
dation of redactors; see comment, Pro
jct, p. 338)

1855.

Same as above .

Projet du CoaHrnemeat

La convention qui donnerait a l'un
des aHocles la totalite des beneflce11, e11t
nulle.
Par. 2 11nme a11 par. 2, above; b u t
n o punctuation after "nffranchlrait", or
after "socictc."

(1800),

Book III, Title XIV, Art. 32.

Same as CC 1808, p. 394, Art. 33,
par. 1, above.

Same as CC
par. I, above.

1808, p. 395, Art. 33,

*Note error in English translation of French text; "11tock" 11hould be "capital."

ART. 2815. The foregoing article does not prevent the pnrt
ner11, or any one of them, from making a donation of their or his
profits ari11ing from the partnership stock, to another, or even from
selling the same for a valuable consideration*; hut t h e donee or vcndce
is no t on that account considered as a partner.
RCC-1772, 1824, 2808, 2 829, 2871.

RCC

1870,

Art.

2815.

Same as above.

CC

1825,

Same

Art.

as

"profits."

2788.

(Projet, p. 330.

above; but comma (,) after

Addition t adopted; no comment)

L'article precedent n'empeche pas l'un
des associes de faire donation a un autre
de sa part dans !es benefices qui provien
nent du fonds social, ou meme de la ven
dre pour un prix en argent•; mais le
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donataire ou l'acquereur ne sera pas
considere pour cela comme etant as
socie.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

•Note error in English translation of French text; "valuable consideration"
should be "price in money."

ART.
A partnership can not he executor, curator or
tutor, and can not exercise any other private office.

2816.

RCC-1122, 2817 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2816.
Same as above.

cc 1825, Art. 2787.

(Projet, p. 331.

Same as above.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Une societe ne peut etre nommee exe
cutrice testamentaire, tutrice ou cura
trice, e t ne peut exercer aucune autre
charge privee.

C C 1808.

No corresponding article.

C N 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART.
By private office, in this Code, is meant such trust
relates solely to the interest or affairs of one or more designated
individuals, but which can not be executed without the assent of the
magistrate.

2817.

as

RCC-2618, 2816, 2818.

R C C 1870, Art. 2817.
Same

as

(Same as Art. 2817 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

above.

C C 1825, Art. 2788.

(Projet,

By private office, in this Code, is
meant such trust as relates solely to
the interest or affairs of one or more
designated individuals, but which cannot
yet be executed without the assent of
the magistrate.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

C N 1804.

No corresponding article.

p. 331.

Addition adopted; no comment)

On entend par ces mots "charge privee," dont il est fait usage dans ce
Code, des fonctions qui sont uniquement
relatives aux interets ou aux affaires
d'un ou de plusieurs individus designes,
mais qui ne peuvent etre exercees sans
l'autorite du magistrat.

ART.
The nomination of a partnership to any p rivate
office is not of itself void; where it is a trust susceptible of being ex
ercised by m ore than one person, it shall he considered as a nomina
tion of all the members of the partnership, individually, who he·
longed to it at the time of such nomination; where the trust can, by
law, only he exercised by one person, the first named p artner shall
he deemed to have been the person intended.

2818.

RCC-2817, 2819, 2820.

RCC 1870, Ar t. 2818.
Same aa above.
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CC 1825, Art. 2789.
Same

as

(Projet, p. 331.

Art. 2820

Addition adopted; no comment)

La nomination d'une societe a quel
que charge privee, n'est pas nulle en
elle-meme; lorsqu'elle consiste dans d e s
fonctions qui p euvent s'exercer par plus
d'une personne, elle sera consideree
comme etant la nomination de tous les
membres de la societe individuellement,
qui la composaient au temps de la nomi
nation; lorsque !es fonctions ne peu
vent d'apres la loi, etre exercees que par
une personne, I'associe le premier nom
me, sera cense etre celle qu'on avait
en vue.

above.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART.
A partnership may he appointed attorney or agent
for the performance of any act or duty, which comes within the object
for which the partnership is formed; and the responsibility of such
trust or agency attaches to all the members; and they are also en
titled to all the advantages resulting therefrom, although one of them
may execute the trust in the name of the partnership, unless it b e
differently provided in t h e appointment.

2819.

RCC-2818, 2820, 2985 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2819.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2790.

( Projcl,
men t)

p. 331.

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"formed", and after " me mber s" ; semi
colon ( ;) after "therefrom."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition

i

adopted; no

com-

Une aocictc peut ctre nommee fonde
de proc ura ti on, ou agent pour !'execu
ti o n de q uc lqu ' u c t c ou mandat qui rentre
dans l'objct pour lequc! la societe est
contractee; ct la rcsponsabilite, qui rc
sulte de ce mandat ou de ccttc agence,
est commune a tous !es rnembres de la
societe. Ils ont droit, de Ia m c me ma
niere, aux avantages qui peuvent en
etre la suite , quoique l'un d'cux seul
remplisse le mandnt, au nom de la so
ciete, a moins qu'il n'en soit autrement
ordonn6 par la nomination.

ART.
Where a partnership is appointed to perform a
trust or agency, foreign to the object for which the partnership was
formed, the appointment is not void; it may be performed in the
name of the partnership if all the partners assent, and then the like
responsibilities and advantages attach to the parties as are set forth
in the last preceding article; if the assent of all the parties he not
given, the trust or agency can not he performed under the power.

2820.

RCC-2818, 2819, 2821, 2985 ct seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2820.
Same as above.
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CC 1825, Art. 279 1 .

(Projet, p. 3 3 1 .

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"of the partnership."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition t adopted; n o comment)

Lorsqu'une societe est nommee pour
remplir un mandat, ou est chargee d'une
agence etrangere a l'objet pour lequel
la societe a ete formee, la nomination
n'est pas nulle. La commission pent
etre r emplie, au nom de la societe, si
tous les associes y consentent, et a!ors
la meme responsabilite, et le droit aux
memes avantages, s'attachent a chacun
d'eux, ainsi qu'il est etabli dans !'article
precedent. Si le consentement de tous
les associes n'est pas donne, le mandat
ou l'agence ne peut etre exerce en vertu
de ce pouvoir.

A.RT.
If the trust or agency is executed by writmg,
whether requii:ed by law to be so done or not, the assent required by
the last article must also be in writing.

2821.

RCC-2820.

RCC 1870, Art. 2821 .
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2792.

(Projet, p. 331.

Addition i adopted; no comment)

Si le mandat ou le pouvoir est redige
par ecrit, soit que la Joi exige qu'il soit
fait ainsi ou non, le consentement exige
par !'article precedent devra egalement
etre par ecrit.

Same as above.

C C 1808.

No corresponding article.

C N 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART.
In an ordinary partnership, if a partner having
no authority to make purchases for the joint account, shall make any
purchase in the name of the partnership or i n his own name with the
partnership funds, the other partners may elect whether they will
take such purchase on the joint account or not.

2822.

RCC-2844, 2870, 2872, 2874, 2875.

RCC 1870, Art. 2822.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2793.

(Projet, p. 331.

Same as above; but comma (, ) after
"of the partnership."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Dans une societe ordinaire, si I'un des
associes qui n'est point autorise a faire
des a cquisitions pour le compte com
mun, fait quelqu'achat au nom de la so
ciete ou en son propre nom, mais avec
les fonds de la societe, les autres as
socies, ont le choix de prendre ou de
ne p a s prendre !'acquisition pour le
compte commun.
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Art. 2825

ART. 2823. The partnership property is liable to the creditors
of the partnership, in preference to those of the individual partner ;
but the share of any partner may, in due course of law,* be seized
and sold to satisfy his individual creditors, subject to the debts of the
partnership**; hut such seizure, i£ legal, operates as a dissolution
of the partnership.
RCC-2873 et seq., 3185.

RCC 1870, Art. 2823.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2794.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 331.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Les biens d e la societe sont affectes
au payement des dettes de la societe,
par preference aux dettes particuliere s
des associes. Mais l a part de chacun d e s
associes peut* etre saisie e t vendue par
ses creanciers p articuliers, sauf le privi
lege des creanciers de la societe sur c e s
biens** ; mais une semblable saisie, si
elle est legale, sera consideree comme
operant la dissolution de la societe.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

* "In due course of law" has no c ounterpart in French text.
**Note error in English translation o f French text ; "debts of the partnership"
should be "privilege of the creditors o f the partnership o n this property."

Chapter 2-RULES RELATING TO THE DIFFERENT KINDS
OF pARTNERSHIPS
Section 1-0F THE DIVISION OF PARTNERSHIPS

ART. 282 4. Partnerships are divided, as to their object, into
commercial partnerships and ordinary partnerships.
RCC-2 825 et seq.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2824.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2795.

(Projet, p. 332.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "object."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Les societes sont divisees, quant a
leur objet, en s ocietes de commerce, e t
en societes ordinaires.

ART.
2825. Commercial partnerships are such as are formed:
1. For the purchase of any personal property and the sale there
of, either in the same state or changed by manufacture.
For buying or selling any personal property whatever, as
2.
factors or brokers.
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3. For carrying personal property or passengers for hire, in
ships, vessels or in any other vehicle of tran sportation. (As amended
by Acts 1932, No. 150)
RCC-2823, 2824, 2826 et seq., 2835, 2852, 2872.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2825.

Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2 same as par. 1 and subds. 1, 2, above; but comma (, ) after
"of any personal property."
3. For carrying personal property for hire, in ships or other vessels.
(Projet, p. 332.
Substitution ; adopted; no comment)
Same as above; but semicolon (;)
Les societes de commerce sont celles
after "manufacture", and after "bro
qui sont formees:
kers."
1.
Pour
l'achat d'aucuns
biens
meubles et leur vente, soit dans le
meme etat, soit qu'ils aient ete changees
dans une autre forme;
2. Pour l'achat et la vente d'aucuns
biens-meubles en qualite de facteurs ou
d'agents;
3.
Pour le transport des biens
meubles, moyennant un louage, sur des
navires ou autres embarcations.
CC 1 825, Art. 2796.

CC 1808, p. 390, Art. 14.

·p.

There are three kinds of commercial
partnerships establishe d by ancient laws
and usages of this territory, to wit:
Ordinary partnership ;
Corporate partnership;
Special partnership.

II y a trois especes de societe de com
merce, admises par les anciennes lois
de c e territoire, savoir:
La societe en nom collectif;
Celle en commandite;
Et celle anonime [anonyme] ou in
connue.

CN 1804.

391, Art. 14.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 13.

II y a trois especes de societe de commerce:
Pars. 2, 3 same as CC 1808, p. 391,
Art. 1 4, pars. 2, 3, above.
Celle anonyme ou inconnue.

There are three kinds of commercial
partnerships:
Pars. 2-4 same as CC 1808, p. 390,
Art. 14, pars. 2-4, above.

Ordinary partnerships are all such as are n o t com
mercial; they are divided i nto universal and particular partnerships.

ART. 2826.

RCC-2825, 2828, 2 829, 2835, 2872.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2826.

(Same as Art. 2826 of Proposed Revision of 1 869)

Same as above.
(Projet, p . 332.
Substitution adopted; no comment)
Les societes ordinaires sont toutes
Ordinary partnerships are all such as
celles qui ne sont pas commerciales.
are not commercial; they are divided in
universal and particular partnerships.
Elles sont divisees en societes univer
selles, et en societes particulieres.
C C 1825, Art. 2797.

389, Art. 6.

C C 1808, p. 388, Art. 6.

-p.

Partnerships are either universal or
particular.

Les societes sont universelles ou par
ticulieres.

-p.

-p.

390, Art. 15.

Ordinary partnership is that which is
entered into by two or more persons re
specting a commerce whatever, to carry
on the said commerce in common in the
name of all the partners.

391 , Art. 1 5.

La societe en nom collectif, est celle
que contractent deux ou plusieurs per
sonnes, relativernent a un c ommerce
quelconque, pour le faire en commun,
au nom de tous les associes.
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Art. 2829

1804, Art. 1835.

Same as C C 1808, p. 388, Art.
above.

6,

Same as C C
above.

1808, p.

389. Art. 6,

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 14.
Same as CC 1808, p. 3 9 (), Art. 1 5 ,
above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 3 91, Art. 16,
above; but no punctuation after "col
lectif", or after "personnes."

ART. 2827. Commercial partnerships are
kinds, general and special.

divided

into two

RCC-2825, 2828, 2832, 2852.
RCC 1870, Art. 2827.

(Same as Art. 2827 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2798.

(Projet, p. 332.

Commercial partnerships are divided
into two kinds, general and special; they
form the subject of a title in the Commercial Code; but the articles of this
title govern them in all points in which
there is no repugnance between the
articles of this title and those contained
in the Commercial Code. Where such
repugnance exists, the latter must, as
to commercial partnership, prevail.
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Addition t adopted; no comment)

Les societes de commerce se divisent
en deux especes, les generales et Jes spe
ciales. Elles sont l'objet d'un titre dans
le Code de Commerce; mais Jes dis
positions du present titre leur servent
de regles sur tous !es points ou les ar
ticles de ce titre ne sont pas incompati
hies avec ceux qui sont contenus dans le
Code de Commerce. Lorsqu'ils sont in
compatibles, ces derniers doivent prevaloir a l'egard des societes commerciales.

T.
2828. There is also a species of partnership, which may
he incorporated with either of the other kinds, called partnership

AR

in commendam.
RCC-2814, 2824 et seq., 2829, 2839 et seq.
RCC 1870, Art. 2828.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2799.

(Projet, p. 332.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Section

Addition adopted; no comment)

II y a aussi une sorte de societe, qu'on
appelle en commandite, qui peut faire
partie de l'une ou de l'autre de ces
especes de societes.

Same as above.

2-0F

UNIVERSAL pARTNERSBIPS

ART. 2829. Universal partnership i s a contract by which the
parties agree to make a common stock of all the property they respec
tively possess; they may extend it to all p�operty real or pe� sonal, or
restrict it to personal only ; they may, as m other partnership�, agree
that the property itself shall he common stock or that the frmts o?ly
shall he such; hut property which may accrue to one o f the parues,
.
after entering into the p artnership, by donation, succession o r legacy.
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does not become common stock, and any stipulation to that effect,
previous to the obtaining the property aforesaid, is void.
RCC-2801, 2808, 2 8 1 5 , 2826, 2828, 2 8 3 0 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2829.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2800.

(Projet, p. 332.
Substitution adopted; n o com·
ment)
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
La societe universelle est un contrat
"be common stock", and after "suepar lequel les parties conviennent de
cession."
mettre en commun tous !es biens qu'elles
possedent respectivement. Elles peuvent
etendre cette societe a tous leurs biens
meubles et immeubles, ou la restreindre
a leurs biens-meubles seulement. Elles
peuvent convenir, comme dans Jes autres
societes, que leurs biens y entreront,
quant a Jeur propriete, OU quant a Jeurs
fruits seulement. Mais !es biens qui peu
vent revenir a l'un des associes, par do
nation, succession ou legs, depuis que la
societe a ete contractee, ne seront pas
consideres comme propriete commune,
et toute stipulation tendante a produire
cet effet, avant !'acquisition d e s biens
advenus, ainsi qu'il est dit ci-dessus, est
nulle.

CC 1808, p. 388, Art. 7 .

-p. 389, Art. 7.

Universal partnerships are of two
kinds; the partnership of all present
g o ods and estate and the universal part
n ership of profits.

Les societes universe!les sont d e deux
sortes; la societe de tous biens presens,
et la societe universelle de gains.

-p. 388, Art. 8.

-p. 389, Art. 8.

The partnership of all present goods
and estate is that by which the parties
p u t in common, all the e s tate both move
able and immoveable which they now
possess and the profits which they may
make from the same.
They may likewise include in it every
other species of profits: but the estate
which may afterwards devolve upon them
by succession, donation or legacies, do
[does] not enter into this partnership but
for the enjoyment only.-Every stipula
tion the end of which is to include the
property* of such species of effects into
the contract of partnership, is pro·
hibited.

La societe de tous biens presens, est
celle p a r laquelle Jes parties mettent en
commun tous Jes biens meubles et im
meubJes qu'elles possedent actuellement,
et Jes profits qu'elles peuvent en tirer.
Elles peuvent aussi y comprendre
toute autre espece de gains; mais Jes
biens qui pourraient leur advenir par
succession, donation ou legs, n'entrent,
dans cette societe, que pour la jouis
sance: toute stipulation, tendante a y
faire entrer la propriete* de ces biens,
est prohibtle.

CN 1804, Art. 1836.
Same as CC 1808,

p.

388, Art. 7,

a bove.

On distingue deux sortes de societes
universelles, la societe de tous biens
presens, et la societe universelle de
gains.

-Art. 1837.
Par. 1 same as CC
Art. 8, par. 1, above.

1808,

p.

388,

They may likewise include in it every
other species of profits: but the estate

La societe de tous biens presens est
celle par laquelle Jes parties mettent
en c ommun tous Jes biens meubles et
immeubles qu'elles possedent actuelle
ment, et Jes profits qu'elles pourront en
tirer.
Elles peuvent aussi y comprendre
toute autre espece de gains; mais les
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which may afterwards devolve upon
them by succession, donation o r leg
acies, does not enter into this partner
ship but for the enjoyment only. Every
stipulatio n the end of which is to include
the ownership of such species of effects
into the contract of partnership, is pro
hibited, except between spouses, and
in conformity with that which is set out
in regard to them.

Art.

2831

biens qui pourraient leur avenir par
succession, donation ou legs, n'entrent
dans cette societe que pour la jouis
sance : toute stipulation tendant a y
faire entrer la propriete de ces biens est
prohiMe, sauf entre epoux, et confor
mement a ce qui est regle a leur egard .

*Note error in English translation .of French text; "property" should be "owner
ship."

ART. 2830. A universal partnership of profits includes all the
gains that may be made from whatever source, whether from prop
erty* or industry, with the restriction contained in the last article,
and subject to all legal stipulations to he made by the parties.
RCC-2 8 0 1 , 2829, 2831, 2 8 5 9 , 2 8 65.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2830.
Same a s above.

(Same as Art. 2830 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

(Projet, p . 333. Substitution :t adopted; n o com
ment)
An universal partnership of profits
Une societe universelle de gains com
prend tous les benefices qui peuvent
includes all the gains that may b e made
from whatever source, whether from
etre faits, quelqu'en soit la source, soit
par achat, * soit par industrie, sous la
property* or industry, with the restric
tion contained in the last article, and
restriction contenue dans !'article pre
cedent, et sauf toutes stipulations le
subject to all legal stipulations to be
gales qui peuvent etre faites entre les
made by the parties.
parties.

CC 1825, Art. 2801.

CC 1.808, p. 390, Art. 9.

The universal partnership of profits
includes every thing which the parties
may acquire by their industry, u n d e r
whatever title i t may be, as long as the
partnership lasts. The moveable estate
which every one of the partners pos
sessed at the time of the contract is
included in it, in full property, and the
immoveables for the enjoyment only.

CN 1804, Art. 1838.

The universal partnership of profits
includes everything the parties may ac
quire by their industry, under whatever
title it may be, as long as the partner
ship lasts. The movable estate which
every one of the partners possessed at
the time of the contract is also inclu d e d ;
but their individual immovable property
is included for the enjoyment only.

-p.

391, Art. 9.

La societe universelle de gains, ren
ferme tout ce que les parties acquerront
par leur industrie, a quelque titre que
ce soit, pendant le cours de la societe ;
les meubles, que chacun des associes
p ossede au terns du contrat, entrent e n
pleine propriete dans cette societe, mais
les immeubles n'y sont compris que pour
la jouissance seulement.
La societe universelle de gains ren
ferme tout ce que !es parties acquerront
par leur industrie , a quelque titre que
ce so it, pendant le cours de la societe :
les meubles que chacun des associes pos
sede au temps du c ontrat, y sont aussi
compris ; mais leurs immeubles person
nels n'y entrent que pour la jouissance
seulement.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "from property" should be
"by purchase."

ART. 2831. If nothing more is agreed between the parties, than
that there shall he a universal p artnership, it shall extend only to the
profits of the property each shall possess, and of their credit and
industry.
RCC-2801, 2808, 2809, 2 8 3 0 , 2 8 5 9 , 2863.
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RCC 1 870, Art. 283 1 .
Same a s above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2802.
Same as above.

Addition t adopted ; no comment)
( Projet, p. 333.
Si les parties ne sont pas convenues
d'autre chose, sinon qu'il y aura une so:
.
ciete universelle entr'elles, cette soc1ete
ne s'etendra q u'aux gains produits par
les biens que chacune d'elles possede,
OU par }eur credit OU }eur industrie.

CC 1 808, p. 390, Art. 1 O.

·P· 3 9 1 , Art. 1 0.

A simple agreement of universal part
nership entered into without any other
explanation, carries with i t nothing but
the universal partnership of profits.

La simple convention de societe uni
verselle, faite sans autre explication,
n'emporte que la societe universelle de
gains.

CN 1.804, Art. 1 839.
Same as above.

Same as above.

ART. 2832. If commercial business be carried on under a uni
versal partnership, it must, as to that business he governed hy the rules
prescribed for other commercial partnerships.
RCC-2 8 2 5, 2827, 2 8 52.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2832.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 2 8 3 2 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

( Projet, p.
CC 1 825, Art. 2803.
If commercial business be carried on
under an universal partnership, it must,
as to that business, be governed by the
rules prescribed by the Commercial
Code.
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

333.
Addition t adopted; no comment)
S'il est fait des affaires de commerce,
en vertu d'une societe universelle, cette
societe doit se regler, quant a ses af
faires, d'apres Jes dispositions contenues
au Code de Commerce.

ART. 2833. Universal partnership shall only he contracted he·
tween persons, who are not respectively incapacitated by law from
conveying to or receiving from each other, to the injury of others.
RCC-1470 et seq., 1491, 1493 e t seq., 1 7 8 2 et seq.
RCC 1870, Art. 2833.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 2833 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

C C 1 825, Art. 2804.

(Projet, p. 333.
Amendment adopted; no comment)
Universal partnership shall only be
Une societe universelle ne peut etre
contracted between persons, who are
contractee qu'entre parties qui ne sont
not respectively incapacitated by law
pas declarees incapables par la Joi, de
from conveying to, or from receiving
se transmettre reciproquement, OU de
from each other, to the injury of others.
recevoir l'une de l'autre au prejudice
d'autrui.
CC 1808, p. 390, Art. 1 1 .

·P·

Universal partnership can only take
place between persons respectively capa
ble of conveying to each other or of
receiving from each other, and who are
not prohibited from favoring each other
to the injury of other persons.

Nulle societe universelle ne peut avoir
lieu, qu'entre personnes respect ivemen t
capables de se donner ou de recevo ir
l'une de l'autre, et auxquelles ii n'est
point defend u de s'avantager au preju
dice d'autres personnes.

391 , Art. 1 1.

CN 1804, Art. 1 840.
Same as above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "lieu."
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Art. 2836

2834. Univer�al partnership can not he created without
ART
:
. .
wr1bn� signed b y the parlles, and registered in the manner hereafter
prescribed.
RCC-17 9 7 , 2275, 2 2 7 7, 2836, 2 8 3 7, 2845 et seq., 2878.
RCC 1870, Art. 2834.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2805.

(Projet, p. 333.

Same as above.

cc 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition :t: adopted; n o comment)

Une societe universelle ne peut etre
contractee sans un ecrit signe des parties
et enregistre de la maniere qui est ci
apres prescrite.

Section 3-0F PARTICULAR PARTNERSHIP
2 835. Particular partnerships are such as are formed
for any business not of a commercial nature.

ART.

RCC-2801, 2825, 2 8 2 6 .
RCC 1 870, Art. 2835.
Same as above.
CC

1825, Art. 2806.

Same as above.

( Projet, p.
ment)

333.

Substitution adopted;

no com

Les societes particulieres sont celles
qui sont formees pour quelqu'affaire qui
n'est pas d'une nature commerciale.

CC 1 808, p. 390, Art. 1 2.

-p.

The particular partnership is that
which relates to certain specified things,
to their use or to the benefit to be de
rived from the same.

La societe particuliere, est celle qui
ne s'applique qu'a certaines choses de
terminees, ou a leur usage, ou aux fruits
a en percevoir.

·P·

390, Art. 1 3.

-p.

The contract by which several per
sons associate together either for a spec
ified undertaking or for the exercise
of some trade or profession is likewise
a particular partnership.
CN

3 9 1 , Art. 1 2.

391 , Art. 1.3.

Le c ontrat par lequel plusieurs per
sonnes s'associent, soit pour une entre
prise designee, soit pour l'entreprise de
quelque metier ou profession, est aussi
une societe particuliere.

1804, Art. 1 841.

Same a s C C 1808, p. 3 9 0 , Art. 1 2 ,
above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 3 9 1 , Art. 12,
above; but no punctuation after "par
ticuliere."

·Art. 1 842.
Same as CC 1808, p. 3 9 0 , Art. 1 3 ,
above.

Le c ontrat par lequel plusieurs per
sonnes s'associent, soit pour une entre
prise designee, so�t pour l'exercice de
quelque metier OU profession, est aussi
une societe particuliere.

ART. 2836. If any part of the stock of this partnership consist
of real estate it must he in writing, and m ade according to the rules
prescribed f
the conveyance of real esta�e, and recorded as is here
. commendam.
after prescribed with respect to partnership in

0�

RCC- 1797, 2 834, 2837, 2839 et seq., 2845 et seq.
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Art. 2837
RCC 1 870, Art. 2836.

(Same as Art. 2 8 3 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2807.

(Projet, p. 333.

b

in commendam.
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition :t adopted; n o comment)

�

�

Si que que partie du fon s soci � l :on.
.
s1ste en 1mmeubles, la soc1ete_ do1t etre
redigee par ecrit, et suivan t les regles
prescrites pour 1' 8: 1ie �ation de � i?1meubles, et elle do1t etre enreg1stree,
comme ii est dit ci-apres, relativemcnt
aux societes e n commandite.

If any part of the stock of this partnership consist of real estate, it must
be in writing and made according to the
rules prescri e d for the conveyance of
real estate, and recorded as is hereafter
prescribed with respect to partnerships

ART. 2837. The business of this partnership must be con
ducted in the name of all the persons concerned, unless a firm* is
adopted hy the articles of partnership reduced to writing, a n d recorded
in the manner directed hy the last article.
RCC-2834, 2836, 2 838, 2 8 4 5 et seq., 2849.
1926, No. 303) .

Acts 1918, No. 64 (as am. by

RCC 1870, Art. 2837.
Same as above.

.

CC 1 825, Art. 2808.

(Projet, p. 333. Addition :t: adopted; no comment)
Les atfraires [atfairesl de cette so
ciete doivent etre conduites au nom de
toutes les parties interessees, a moins
qu'une signature sociale•
n'ait ete
adoptee par les clauses d'un acte de
societe, qui aurait ete redige par ecrit,
et enregistre comme il est <lit dans !'ar
ticle precedent.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*"Firm" is used in the sense of "firm name."

ART. 2838. 1£ the articles be recorded, the parties may them
selves adopt a firm which shall he composed of the name of one or
more of the partners, hut no other name than those of the concerned
shall enter in such firm.
303) .

RCC-2837, 2849.
RS-2 668 et seq.

Acts 1888, No. 119; 1918 , No. 64 (as am. by 1926, No.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2838.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2809.

(Projet, p. 334.

Same as above.

?

cc 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

A d dition :t adopted; no comment)

Si l'act e de societe a ete enregistre,
_ _ peuvent eux-memes adopter
les as:'oc1es
une signature sociale qui sera composee
du nom d e l'un ou de plusieurs des as
socies, mais aucun autre nom que ceux
es parties interessees ne pourra etre
,
msere
dans cette signature.
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Section 4--o F

PARTNERSHIP

IN

Art. 2840

COMMENDAM

Partnership in commendam is formed by a con
tract, by which one person or partnership agrees to furnish another
person or partnership a c ertain amount, either in property o r money,
to be employed by the person or partnership to whom it is furnished
n his or their own name or firm, on condition of receiving a shar
.
.
Ill the p rofits, m the p roportion determined by the contract' and of
being liable to losses and expenses to the amount furnished and no
more.

ART. �839.

;

�

RCC-2801, 2 8 1 4 , 2 8 2 8 , 2 8 4 0 et seq.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2839.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 281 0.

(Projet, p. 3 3 4.
Substitution adopted ; no comment)
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
La societe en commandite est celle qui
"amount furnished."
resulte d'un contrat, par leque l une per
sonne ou une societe convient de four
nir a u n e autre personne ou societe, un
certain capital, soit en argent, soit en
valeurs, pour etre employe par la per
sonne o u la societe a laquelle ii est
fourni, en son propre nom ou au nom
social, a condition de recevoir une part
dans les benefices, dans la proportion
reglee par le contrat, et de n ' etre res
ponsable des pertes et depenses, que
jusqu'a concurrence du capital fourni,
et non plus.
CC 1 8 08, p. 390, Art. 1 7.

-p.

Corporate partnership is that which
one of the contracting parties carries
on alone and in his own name, the com
merce for which the other contributes
only a certain sum which belongs to the
partnership under the condition of a cer
tain share in the benefits or losses, with
out however his being liable to be an
swerable for losses beyond the amount
brought by him into the partnership.

La societe en commandite, est celle
dans laquelle l'un des contractans fait
seul, en son nom, le commerce, auquel
l'autre contribue seulement d'une cer
taine somme, pour le compt e de la so
ciete, sous la condition d'une certaine
part aux profits et aux pertes, sans,
neanmoins, qu'il puisse etre tenu des
pertes, a u dela du fonds par lui apporte
dans la societe.

CN 1 804.

391 , Art. 1.7.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800 ) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 16.
Same as CC 1808, p. 3 9 0, Art. 17,
above.

La s o ciete en commandite est celle
dans laquelle l'un des contractans fait
seul et en son nom le commerce, auquel
l'autre contribue seulement d'une cer
taine somme pour le fonds de la societe,
sous la condition d'une certaine part
aux profits ou aux pertes, sans nean
moins qu'il puisse etre tenu des pertes
au-dela du fonds par lui apporte dans
la societe.

ART.

2840. He who makes this contract, is called, with respect
to those to whom he makes the advance of ca p ital, a partner in com
mendam. Every species of partnership may receive such partners.
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It is therefore a modification, of which the several kinds of partner
ships are susceptible, rather than a separate division of p artnerships.
RCC-2814, 2828, 2 8 3 9.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2840.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 281 1.

(Projet, p. 334.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Celui qui fait ce contrat, est appele,
a l'egard de ceux a qui ii avance un
capital, l'associe en commandite. Toute
espece de societe peut recevoir de sem
blables associes. C'est en consequence
plutOt une modification dont les ditre
rentes especes de societes sont suscep
tibles, qu'une sorte de societe distincte
et separee.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

2841. The proportion of profits to be received by the
partner in commendam, may be regulated by the covenant of the
parties, as may also, with respect to each other, the proportion of
losses and expenses to h e borne by each of the partners; hut, as re
spects third persons, the whole sum furnished, or agreed to he
furnished by such partner, is liable for the debts of the partnership.

ART.

RCC-2809, 2811, 2 8 1 4 , 2839, 2842, 2850.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2841.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2812.

Addition amended
(Projet, p. 334.
text and adopted; no comment)

Same as above.

in

English

La part que l'associe en commandite
doit recevoir, peut etre reglee par la
convention des parties, comme elle peut
l' etre entre les associes relativement a
la portion que chacun d'eux doit sup
porter dans les pertes et les depenses.
Mais a l'egard des tiers, la totalite du
capital que l'associe a fourni, ou qu'il
s'est o blige a fournir, est affectee au
payement des dettes de la societe.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

2842. In no case, except as is hereinafter expressly pro
the partner who has no other interest in the concern than
shall
vided,
that of partner in commendam, he liable to pay any sum b eyond
.
he has ag�eed to furnish hy his contract. If it has been paid
that wh1c
and lost m the husmess of the partnership, he is exonerated from
any other payment. If only part he unpaid, he is liable for that amount
and no more, to the creditors of the partnership.
•

ART.

�

RCC-2814, 2841, 2843.
RCC 1870, Art. 2842.
Same as above.

( Same as Art. 2842 of Propos ed Revision
of 186 9 )
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CC 1 825, Art. 2813.

(Projet, p. 334.

In no case, except as is hereinafter
expressly provided, shall the partner,
who has no other interest in the concern
than that of partner in commendam, be
liable to pay any sum beyond that which
he has agreed to furnish by his contract.
If it has been paid and lost in the business of the partnership, he is exonerated
from any other payment. If any part
be unpaid, he is liable for that amount,
and no more, to the creditors of the
partnership.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Art. 2844

Addition adopted; no comment)

Dans aucuns cas, excepte ceux qui
sont ci-apres exprimes, celui qui n'a
d'autre interet dans une societe que celui
d'associe en commandite, ne peut �tre
oblige de rien payer au-dela du capital
qu'il s'est engage a fournir par le con
trat. Si ce capital a ete par lui paye,
et ensuite perdu dans la societe, il est
decharge d'aucun autre payement.
Si
une partie seulement de ce capital a
ete payee, l'associe en commandite n'est
oblige envers les creanciers de la societe que pour la balance qu'il doit, et
a rien de plus.

ART. 2843. The partner in commendam can not he called upon
hy the partnership or its creditors to refund any dividend he may
have received of net profits, ( fairly made* during the solvency of the
partners and bona fide**), at a time stipulated in the articles of part
nership.
RCC-2814, 2842.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2843.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2814.

(Projet, p. 334.

Same as above; but comma ( , ) after
"profits", and after "fide."

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 8 04.

No corresponding article.

Addition :!: adopted; no comment)

L'associe en commandite ne peut pas
etre oblige par la societe, ni par Jes cre
anciers de cette societe, a rembourser
les dividendes qu'il peut avoir re�us sur
les benefices nets qui ont ete legale
ment payes, * aux termes marques dans
l'acte social, et tandis que la societe * *
etait solvable.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "fairly made" should be
"legally paid."
0Note error in English translation of French text; "partners and bona fide"
should be "partnership."

ART. 2844. The partner in commendam can not bind the other
partner by any act of his; he is not considered as a partner, further
than is specially provided in this section .
RCC-2822, 2849, 2867, 2 870.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2844.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 281 5.

( Same as Art. 2844 of Proposed Revision of 1869)
(Projet, p. 335.

The partner in commendam cannot
bind the other partners by any act of
his; he is not considered as a partner,
further than is specially provided in
this section.
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

C N 1 8 04.

No corresponding article.

Addition :t adopted; no comment)

L'associe en commandite ne peut
obliger ses associes par ses actes. II
n'est pas considere comme associe, au
dela de ce qui est etabli dans cette
section.
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ART. 2845. Partnership in commendam must he made in writ
ing, and must he r ecorded in the manner hereinafter directed or
otherwise the partner in commendam will be considered as a com:Uon
partner in the concern, and will be subject to all the responsibilities
!owards t�ird persons that would attach to any of the other partners,
m the husmess for which he made his a dvance.
RCC-1797, 2834, 2 8 36, 2837, 2846 et seq., 2 8 65, 2 8 72 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2845.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2816.

(Projet, p. 335.

Same as above.

A dditi on :i: adopted ; no comment)

La societe en commandite doit etre
faite par un acte, enregistre de la ma
niere ci-apres prescrite, ou autrement
I'associe en commandite sera considere
commn [ commel un asso cie ordinaire,
et sera sujet envers Jes tiers a toute
la responsabilite a laquelle les autres
associes seront tenus a l'egard de l'af
faire pour laquelle ii a avance des fonds.

C C 1808.

No corresponding article.

C N 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2846. The contract must express the amount furnished,
or agreed to he furnished, by the partner in commendam, the pro
portion of profits he is to receive and of the expenses and losses he is
to bear. It must state whether it has been received, and whether in
goods, money, or how otherwise ; and if not received, it must contain
a stipulation to pay or deliver it. It must be signed hy the parties in
the presence of one or more witnesses, and shall he recorded in full
by the officer authorized to record mortgages in the place where the
principal business of the partnership is carried on. If it be a com
mercial partnership, and consists of several houses or establishments,
in different parts of the State, such recording shall he made in each
o f such places.
RCC-2809, 2839, 2845, 2847, 2848.

RCC 1870, Art. 2846.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2817.

(Projet, p. 335.

Same as above ; but comma
"receive."

(,)

after

Addition t adopted ; no comment)
Le contrat doit faire mention de la
somme que l'associe en commandite a
fournie, ou promis de fournir, et de la
part qu'il doit avoir dans les benefices,
et supporter dans Jes pertes et dep e nse s.
Si la somme a ete recue, l'acte doit ex
primer si c'est en marchandises, argent,
OU autrement qu'elle J'a ete ; et Si elle
n'a pas ete recue, cet acte doit contenir
une promesse de payer ou delivre r cette
somme. L'acte doit etre signe par Jes
parties en presence d'un temoin ou pl us,
et enregistre en son entier par l'officier
qui est autorise a enregistrer les hy
p othequ e s dans le lieu ou se font Jes
principales affaires de la societe. Si
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c'est une
.
,
d es etabh
_
ties d e l
fera a u x
semens.

Art.

2848

maison de commerce, qui ait
dans differentes par
Etat, cet enregistrement se
lieux de ces divers etablis

�semens

CC 1 808.

No c orresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No c o r r esponding article .

ART. 28 7. The record men ioned in the preceding article
_
. be made m six
shall
days from the time o f the execution o f the con
tract, in the place where the principal e stablishment is situated and
if there are more than one, then allowing one day for every two le gues
.
distance between such principal establishme nt* and the others.

�

�

�

RCC-2 846.
RCC 1870, Art. 2847.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2 8 1 8.
Same as above.

Addition amended and adopted ;
(Projet, p. 335.
no comment)
L'enregistrement, dont il est fait men
tion dans Jes articles precedens, se fera
dans les six jours, a compter de celui
OU le c ontrat a ete passe, dans le lieu d u
principal etablissement de l a societe; et
s'il y en a plus d'un, alors il sera ac
corde un jour par chaque deux lieues
de distance entre l'endroit oii est le prin
cipal etablissement* et les a utres.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "such principal establishment"
should be "the place where such principal establishment is."

ART. 2848; The officer authorized to record mortgages, shall
keep a separate hook for the purpose of recording acts of partnership,
which shall he, at all office hours, open for the inspections of any
person who may choose to consult the same, and shall receive the
same fees to which h e is entitled for th e recording of mortgages and
for certificates and copies. When the act is under private signature,
the record shall be only made on the acknowledgment of the act,
before a recorder, a notary, or the person authorized to make the
record, or by a proof of the execution made in the same m anner by
one of the subscribing witnesses.*
RCC-2 264, 2267, 2 8 46, 3388, 3396.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2848.

(Same as Art. 2 8 4 8 of Proposed Revisio n of 1869)

Same as above.

C C 1 825, Art. 281 9.

(Projet, p. 335.

The officer, authorized to record mortgages, shall keep a separate book for the
purpose of recording acts of partnership, which shall be, at all office hours,
open for the inspection o f any person
who may choose to consult the same,
and shall receive the same fees to which

Addition adopted; no comment)

L'officier autorise a enregistrer les
hypotheques, tiendra un Iivre separe
pour l'enregistrement des a ctes de so
ciete, lequel sera ouvert, a toutes les
heures du bureau, a !'inspection de
toute personne qui voudra l'examiner;
et cet officier recevra les memes droits
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Art. 2849
�

z:t

ificats
pour cet enregistrement, es ce
.
po �
et les copies , que ceux qu Il re1;01t
_
MaJS
l'enregistrement des hypot he ':Jues. ,
P1:es
cet enregistrem ent ne se.ra fa1t qu 8:
,
pnvee
ur
s1gnat
sous
est
s'il
l'acte,
�
que
aura ete reconnu devant un Juge, un
notaire ou devant la personne auto
'
risee a faire cet enregistremen t, soit par
la declaration des parties contractantes,
soit par celle de l'un des temoins qui a
souscrit l'acte, attestant qu'il a ete

�

he is entitled for the recording of mort
gages, and for certifica es an
copies.
When the act is under private signature,
the record shall be only made on the
acknowledgment of the act, before a
judge, a notary, or the person authorized
to make the record, or by proof of the
execution made in the same manner by
one of the subscribing witnesses.*

?

passe en sa presenc e.•

C C 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*Note error in English translation of French text : "or by proof of the execution
made in the same manner by one of the subscribing witnesses" should be . "either
by the declaration of the contracting parties, or by that of one of the witnesses
who signed the act, certifying that it was executed in his presence."

A.RT. 2849. The business of the partnership, to wh ich the
partner in commendam has contributed his advance, must not he
carried on in the name of such partner, or in his name jointly
with others, or by him or by his agency as agent, or attorney for the
other partners, hut by those to whom he has made the a dvance,
and in their name or firm ; and if the advance in commendam has been
made to one person only, such person must carry on the business in
his sole name, and must not m ake the a ddition "and company," or
adopt any firm that m ay cause it to he understood that he has any
partners.
And if the partner in commendam shall take any p a rt in the
business of the partnership, or permit his name to be used in the firm,
or knowingly permit any single person to whom he has made the
advance, to add any words to his name or firm , that may imply that
he has other partners besides the partner in commendam, when in fact
he has none, such partner in commendam shall be liable to all the
responsibilities of a general partner in the business for which he has
made the advanc.e.
RCC-2837 , 2838, 2844, 2850.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2849.

( Same as Art. 2849 of Proposed Revision of 1869 )

CC 1825, Art. 2820.

(Projet, p. 335.
Addition amended in French
text and adopted ; c omment by redactors)

Same as above.

The business of the concern, to which
the partner in commendam has contributed his advance, must not be carried
on in the name of such partner, or in
his name jointly with others, or by him
or by his agency as agent, or attorney
for the other partners, but by those to
whom he has made the advance, and in
their name or firm ; and if the advance
in commendatm has been made to one
person only, such person must carry on
the business in his sole name, and must
not make the addition "and company,"
or adopt any firm that may cause it to

Les affaires de la societe, a laquelle
l'associe en commandite a avance des
fonds, ne doivent pas etre conduites au
nom de cet associe, ou en son nom con
jointement avec celui des autres asso
cies. Elles ne doivent pas non plus
l'etre pour [par] lui ou pour [par] son
agence c omme fonde de pouvoir des
autres associes, mais par ceux a qui il a
fait cette avance, et en Ieur nom, ou
sous leur signature sociale. Si Ia somme
avancee par l'associe en commandite,
l'a ete a une seule personne, cette per
sonne doit conduire l'affaire en son nom
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be understood that he has any partners.
And if the partner in commendam. shall
take any part in the business of the
partnership, or permit his name to b e
used i n the firm, o r knowingly p ermit
any single person, to whom he has made
the advance, to add any words to his
name or firm, that may imply that he
has other partners, besides the p artner
in commend.am, when in fact he has
none, such partner in commendam shall
be liable to all the responsibilities of a
general p artner in the business for
which he has made the advance.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Art. 2851

seul, et ne doit pas y ajouter les mots
"et compa,gnie," ou adopter aucune si

gnature sociale d'ou l'on pourrait in
duire qu'il a quelqu'associe. Si l'asso
cie en commandite prend quelque part
dans les affaires de la societe, ou souffre
que son nom soit employe dans l a
signature social e , ou permet sciemment
a la personne seule, a laquelle ii a
avance des fonds, d'ajouter quelques
mots a son n o m ou a sa signature, de
maniere a faire entendre qu'elle a
d'autres associes que lui, tandis que dans
le fait elle n'en a aucun, ii sera tenu
de toute la responsabilite d'un associe
en general, dans l'affaire pour laquelle
ii a avance des fonds.

ART. 2850. If the person to whom the partner in commendam
has made the advance, shall, without his consent, use his name in the
firm, or if, not having any other partner, he shall adopt or use any
such addition as is expressed in the last preceding article, the partner
in commendam may immediately withdraw the sum he has advanced ,
and, o n giving notice i n two o f the public newspapers, shall he freed*
from all responsibility, either to the partners or to third persons from
the time of such notice.
RCC-2 8 4 1 , 2849, 2851.

RCC 1870, Art. 2850.

( Same as Art. 2850 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2821.

(Projet, p. 336.

If the person, to whom the partner
in commend.am has made the advance,
shall, without his consent, use his name
in the firm, or if, not having any other
partner, he shall adopt or use any such
addition as is expressed in the last preceding article, the partner in commendam may immediately withdraw the
sum he has advanced, and, in giving
notice in two of the public newspapers,
shall be freed* from all responsibility,
either to the partners or to third persons from the time of such notice.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

*English

Addition + adopted ; no comment)

Si la personne, a laquelle l'associe
en commandite, a avance des fonds, use
de son nom dans sa signature sociale,
sans son consentement, ou si n'ayant
pas d'associe, elle adopte ou emploie
quelqu'addition, telle qu'elle est expri
mee dans !'article precedent, l'associe
en commandite p o urra retirer immedia
tement la somme qu'il a avancee, et en
donnant avis de ce fait dans deux des
papiers publics, il sera libre a jamais*
de toute responsa bilite, soit envers les
associes, soit envers les tiers, du moment de cet avis.

translation of French text incomplete ; should include "forever."

ART. 2851. The partner in commendam can not withdraw the
stock* he has furnished at a time when those to whom he has advanced
it, a�e in failing circumstances, or when there is a reasonable appre
hension that they will become insolvent.
RCC-2850.

RCC 1870, Art. 2851.
Same as above.
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(Projet, p.

CC 1825, Art. 2822.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"those."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted ; no comment)

336.

L'associe en commandite ne peut
point retirer les fonds* qu'il a avances,
dans un moment ou ceux a qui iI a fait
cette avance, sont en etat de faillite, ou
lorsqu'il y a lieu d'apprehender raison
nablement qu'ils deviendront insolvables.

*Note error in English translation of French text; "stock" should be "invest
ment."

Section 5-0F COMMERCIAL PARTNERSHIPS
ART.
All the provisions of this title are also applicable
to commercial partnerships, except as otherwise provided for.

2852.

RCC-2801, 2 8 2 5 , 2827, 2872.

(Same as Art. 2 8 52 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

RCC 1 870, Art. 2852.
Same as above.

(Projet, p.
ment)
The particular rules, by which com
mercial partnerships are governed, will
b e found in the Commercial Code. All
the provisions of this title, not re
pugnant to those c ontained in that
Code, are also applicable to commercial
partnerships.

Les regles particulieres aux societes
de commerce se trouveront dans le Code
de C ommerce. Mais toutes les disposi
tions de ce titre, qui ne sont pas in
compatibles avec celles contenues dans
ce Code, sont egalement applicables aux
societes de commerce.

C C 1808, p. 400, Art. 6 1 .

-p. 401, Art. 61,

C C 1 825, Art. 2823.

The provisions o f this title apply to
commercial partnerships, in as much
only as they do not c ontain any thing
c ontrary to the laws and usages of com
merce.
(Suppressed o n recommenda
tion of redactors; see c omment, Projet,
p. 341)

CN 1804, Art. 1873.
Same as above.

336.

Substitution t adopted ; no com-

Les dispositions du present titre ne
s'appliquent aux societes de commerce,
que dans les points qui n'ont rien de
contraire aux lois et usages du com
merce.
(Suppressed on recommenda
tion of redactors ; see comment, Projet,
p. 3 4 1 )
Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "de commerce."

Chapter
THE OBLIGATIONS
pARTNERS TowARDS
EACH OTHER AND TowARDS THIRD PERSONS

3-0F

Section

1-0F

OF

OF

THE OBLIGATIONS
EACH OTHER

2853.

PARTNERS TOWARDS

ART.
When a partnership is made without specifying
any time for its commencement, it begins at the time the contract
is made.
RCC-2801.

RCC 1870, Art. 2853.
Same as above.
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CC 1 825, Art. 2824.

(Projet,
ment)

Same as above.

p.

336.

Amendment

A rt. 2854
adopted ;

no

com

Lorsqu'une societe est contractee sans
exprime r aucun temps pour son com
mencement, elle commence au moment
ou le c ontrat est passe.

CC 1 808, p. 392, Art. 1 9.

-p. 393, Art. 1 9 .

A partnership entered into without
specifying the time when said partner
ship is to begin, begins from the time

L a s ociete contractee, sans que l e
terns o il elle doit commencer soit expri
me, commence des !'instant du contrat.

tl;iat contract is made.

CN 1 8 04, Art. 1843.
The partnership begins from the mo
ment the contract is made, if no other
time is designated.

La
s o ciete
commence
a
!'instant
meme d u contrat, s'il ne designe une
autre e poque.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), B o o k III, Title XIV , Art. 1 8 .
Same as CC
above.

1 8 08, p . 3 9 2, Art.

19,

Same as CC 1 8 0 8 , p . 3 9 3 , Art. 1 9 ,
above ; but no punctuation after "con
tractee."

ART.
If there has been no agreement respecting the time
the partnership is to l ast, it is supposed to have been entered into
for the whole time of the life of the partners, under the modifications
mentioned in article
or if the p artnership be entered into for
some affair the duration of which is limited, for the whole time such
affair is to last.

2 854·.

2 884,

RCC-28 7 6 et seq., 2 8 8 4 .
( Same as Art. 2 8 5 4 of Proposed Revisio n of 1 8 6 9 )

RCC 1870, Art. 2854.
Same as above.

( No reference in Projet)

CC 1825, Art. 2825.

If there has been no agreement respecting the time the partnership is to
last, it is supposed to have been entered
into for the whole time of the life of
the partners, under the modifications
mentioned in article 2855; or if the
partnership be entered into for some
affair the duration of which is limited,
for the
last.

whole

time

such

affair

is

S'il n'y a pas eu de convention sur la
duree de la societe, elle est censee avoir
ete contractee pour tout le temps de la
vie des associes, sous la m o dification
portee en !'article 2 8 5 5 , ci-apres, ou s'il
s'agit d'une affaire dont la duree soit
limitee, pour tout le temps que doit
<lurer cette affaire.

to

CC 1 808, p. 392, Art. 20.

-p. 393, Art. 20.

If there has been no agreement re
specting the time the partnership is to
last, it is supposed to have been entered
into for the whole time of the life of
the partners, under the m odifications
mentioned in the 54th article hereafter,
or if the partnership be entered into for
some affair the duration of which is
limited, for the whole time said affair
is to last.

S'il n'y a pas eu de convention sur
la duree de la societe, elle est censee
avoir ete contractee pour tout le terns
de la vie des associes, sous la modifica
tion portee en !'article 54 ci-apres ; ou
s'il s'agit d'une affaire, dont la duree
soit limitee, pour tout le terns que doit
<lurer cette affaire.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 844.
If there is no agreement respect
ing the time the partnership is to last,
it is supposed to have b e e n entered
into for the whole life of the partners,
under the modifications mentioned in

S'il n'y a pas de convention sur la
duree de la societe, elle est censee con
tractee pour toute la vie des associes,
sous la modification portee en !'article
1 8 6 9 ; ou, s'il s'agit d'une affaire dont
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la duree soit limitee, pour tout le temps
que doit durer cette affaire.

article 18 6 9 ; or if the partnership be
entered into for some affair the dura
tion of which is limited, for the whole
time such affair is to last.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 1 9 .
If there is no agreement respecting the time the partnership is to last,
it is supposed to have been entered
into for the whole time of the life of
the partners.

ART.
conditions.

2855.

.
a
S il n'y a P�� de conventi on su
.
,
duree de la soc1ete, elle est censee a oir
e e contracte : pour tout le temps <le la
'
vie des assoc1es.

'.

�

�

!

The contract of partnership may depend upon

RCC-2021 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2855.
Same as above.
( No reference in Projet)

CC 1 825, Art. 2826.

On peut faire dependre d ' une condi
tion le contrat de societe.

Same as above.

-p. 393, Art. 2 1 .

CC 1 808, p. 392, Art. 21.

Same as above.

Same a s above.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 2 0.
Same as CC
above.

1808, p.

3 9 2 , Art. 2 1,

Same as CC 1808, p.

3 9 3 , Art.

21,

above.

ART.
Every partner owes to the partnership all that he
has promised to bring into the same.
When this proportion consists of a certain thing, and the partner
ship · is evicted from the same, such partner is accountable for it
towards the p artnership, in the same manner as a seller is answerable
to the purchaser who huys from him.

2856.

RCC-1907, 2500 et seq . , 2 809, 2 8 5 7 et seq . , 2 8 7 9 .

R C C 1 870, Art. 2856.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2827.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 3 3 7.
Amendment adopted ; comment·
by redactors )
Chaque associe est debiteur envers la
societe de tout ce qu'il a promis d'y
apporter.
Lorsque cet apport consiste en un
corps certain, et que la societe en est
evincee, l'associe en est garant envers
la societe, de la meme maniere qu'un
vendeur l'est envers son acheteur.

CC 1 808, p. 392, Art. 22.

·P·

Par. 1 same as par. 1 , above.
When this proportion consists in a
certain thing, and the partnership is
deprived of the same, the partner is
accountable for it towards the partner
ship, in the same manner as a seller is
answerable towards the purcha!'er who
buys from him.

393, Art. 22.

Same as above ; but n o p un ctuation
after "garant envers la societe."
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CN 1 804, Art. 1 845.
Same as above ;

RCC 1 8 7 0

preferred.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"debiteur envers la societe", and after
"garant envers la societe."

�RT. 2 85 ?. �

h e p artner who .Promised to bring into the part·
.
nersh1p a certam thmg, is hound,* rn c a se of eviction of it, in the
same manner a s a seller towards the purchaser who buys from him.

RCC-2 476, 2500 ct seq., 2 8 5 6, 2862.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2857.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2828.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"partner."

L'associe, qui a promis d'apporter a
Ia societe un corps certain, est tenu, en
cas d'eviction, de Ia meme garantie en
vers Ia societe, * qu'un vendeur envers
son acheteur.

CC 1 808, p. 392, Art. 23.

·P·

CN 1 804.

393, Art. 2 3 .
Same a s above.

Same a s above ; but no punctuation
after "partner", or after " b ound."
No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 22.

Same a s C C 1 8 08, p . 3 9 3 , Art. 2 3,
above ; but no punctuation after "L'as
socie."

The partner who promised t o bring
into the partnership a certain thing is
bound towards the partnership, in case
of eviction from it, in the same manner
as a seller towards the purchaser who
buys from him.

*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "towards the
partnership."

The partner who promised to put a sum of money
into the partnership, owes the interest of the same from the day when
he was hound to pay such sum.
In the same manner he owes the interest on such sums a s he may
have taken out of the funds of the partnership, from the day he has
received them.

ART. 2 858.

RCC-1935, 1938, 1 9 4 0, 2809, 2 8 5 6, 2923, 2 924.
R C C 1870, Art. 2858.
Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
CC 1 825, Art. 2829.
L'associe, qui a promis de mettre une
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
somme dans la societe, en doit les in
"partner."
terets du jour oil il s'est o blige de la
fournir.
II doit egalement les interets des
sommes qu'il a prises dans la caisse so
ciale, du jour qu'il Jes en a tirees.
-p. 393, Art. 24.

CC 1 8 08, p. 392, Art. 24.
The partner who promised to put a
sum of money into the partnership
owes the interests of the same from
the day when he was bound t o pay said
sum.
In the same manner he owes the
interest on such sums as he may have

Same as above ; but comma (, ) after
"egalement."
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taken out of the funds of the partner
ship, from the day he has received said
sums.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 846.

L'associe qui devait apporter une
somme dans la societe, e t qui ne l'a
point fait devient, d e plein droit et
sans dem nde, debiteur des interets de
cette somme, a compter du j our oil elle
devait etre payee.
II e n est de mcme a l' egard des
sommes, qu'il a prises dans la caisse
sociale, a compter du jour ou ii Jes e n
a tirees pour son profit particu lic r ;

The partner who was to bring a sum
of money into the partnership, and who
has not done so, becomes, by operation
of law and without demand, debtor for
the interests of this sum, c ounting from
the day he should have paid it.
The same is true with respect to the
sums which he has taken out of the
funds of the partnership, counting from
the day when he has received them for
his individual use.
All without prejudice to more ample
damages, if there is occasion therefor.

a'

L e tout sans prejudice d e plus amples
dommages-interets, s'il y a lieu.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 2 3 .

Same a s C C 1 8 08, p . 3 92, Art. 24,
above.

Same a s C C 1 8 08, p . 3 9 3, Art. 2 4 ,
above ; but no p unctuation after "L'as
socie", or after "egalement."

ART.
Any partner who has bound himself to bring into
the partnership his skill, industry, or credit, <;>Wes the partnership all
the profits which he has made by the exercise of such skill, industry,
or credit, or of such proportion thereof as he was bound to furnish.

2859.

RCC-1929, 2809, 2 8 3 0, 2 8 3 1 , 2 8 5 6 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 2859.
Same as above.

( Projet, p . 337.
Amendment :� adopte d ; comment
by redactors)
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
Tout associe, qui s'est o b lige d'ap"partner'', and after "into the partnerporter dans la societe ses talens, son in
ship."
dustrie OU son credit, doit compte a la
societe de tous gains qu'il a faits par
l'exercice des talens, de l'industrie ou
du credit, OU d e telle partie de ceS
choses qu'il devait conferer dans la
societe.

CC 1 825, Art. 2830.

CC 1808, p. 392, Art. 25.

The partners who have reciprocally
bound themselves to bring into the
partnership, their industry, owe the
partnership an account of all the profits
which every one of them has made
by the kind of industry which is the
object of said partnership.

-p. 393, Art. 25.

Les associes, qui se sont rec1proque
ment o bliges d'apporter a la societe
leur industrie, lui doivent compte de
tous les gains que chacun d'eux a fait
[faits), par l'espece d'industrie qui est
l'objet de cette societe.

CN 1 8 04, Art. 1 847.

The partners who have bound them
selves to bring their industry into the
partnership, owe the partnership an
account of all the profits which they
have made by the kind of industry
which is the object of this partnership .

Les associes qui se sont soumis a
apporter leur industrie a la s ociete, lui
doivent compte de tous les gains qu'ils
ont faits par l'espece d'industrie qui
est l'objet de cette societe.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 2 4 .

Same a s CC 1 8 08 , p . 392, Art. 2 5 ,
above.

Same a s C C 1 8 08 , p . 393, Art. 2 5 ,
above ;
but
"fait"
correctly
spelled
"faits" ; no punctuation after "asso
cies", or after "faits."
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ART.
When one of the partners is, for his own particu
lar a c count, creditor of a p erson who is at the same time indebted
unto the partnership for a debt of the same nature which is due like
wise, the partner is hound to apply what he receives from the debtor
to the discharge of what is due to the partnership and to him, in the
proportion of both debts, although by his receipt he should have
applied the whole sum paid to what is due to him in particular.

2860.

RCC-2 1 6 3 et seq., 2861.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2860.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 283 1 .

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"person."

Lorsque l'un des associes est, pour
son compte particulier, creancier d'une
personne, sur qui la societe a aussi u n e
creance de m e m e nature et egalement
exigible, l'associe doit imputer ce qu'il
re�oit de ce debiteur, sur la creance d e
l a societe e t sur l a sienne, clans la pro
portion des deux creances, quand meme,
par sa quittance, iI aurait fait !'impu
tation en entier sur sa creance particu
Iiere.

CC 1808, p. 392, Art. 26.

-p. 393, Art. 26.

When one of the partners is, f o r, his
own particular account, creditor of a
person who is at the same tim':l indebted
unto the partnership for a debt of the
same nature which is due likewise , the
partner is bound to apply what he re
ceives from said debtor to the discharge
of what is due to the partnership a n d to
him in the proportion of both debts, al
though by his receipt he should have
applied the whole sum paid to what is
due to him in particular.

Same as abov e ; but no punctuatio n
after "personne."

CN 1804, Art. 1848.

When one of the partners is, for his
own particular account, creditor of a
sum due by a person who is also in
debted to the partnership for ;;i. sum like
wise due, imputation of what he receives
from this debtor must be made to the
discharge of what is due to the partner
ship and to him in the proportio n of
both debts, although by his receipt he
had imputed the whole to what is due to
him in particular ; but if in his receipt
he has declared that the whole payment
should be imputed to the partnership's
claim, this stipulation will be executed.

Lorsque l'un des associes est, pour son
compte
particulier,
creancier . d'une
somme exigible e nvers une personne qui
se trouve aussi devoir a la societe u n e
somme egalement exigible, ]'imputatio n
de ce qu'il re�oit d e ce debiteur, doit s e
faire sur l a creance de l a societe e t sur
la sienne dans la proportion des deux
creances, encore qu'il eut par sa quit
tance dirige !'imputation integrale sur sa
creance particuliere ; mais s'il a exprime
dans sa quittanc e que l'imputation serait
faite en entier sur la creance de la so
ciete, cette stipulation sera executee.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800), B ook III, Title XIV, Art. 2 5 .

Same a s CC 1 8 0 8 , p. 392, Art. 2 6,
above.

Same a s CC
above.

1 80 8 , p. 393, Art. 2 6 ,

When one of the partners has received his full
ART.
share of what is due to the p artnership, if the debtor has become in
solvent since, the partner who h a s received his full share is bound to

2861.
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return the same to the partnership, although he should have given a
receipt for his own share.
RCC- 2 1 6 3 et seq., 2 8 6 0 .

R C C 1870, Art. 286 1 .
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2832.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but comma ( ,) after
"partner", and after "who has received
his full share. "

Lorsqu'un des associes a rei;u sa part
e �tiere de Ia creance commune, si le de
b1teur est devenu depuis insolvable,
l'associe qui a rei;u sa part entiere, est
tenu de rapporter a la masse commune
ce qu'il a rec;u, encore qu'il eut donne
la quittance pour sa part.

C C 1808, p. 392, Art. 27.

-p. 393, Art. 27.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "partner."

Lorsqu'un des associes a rei;u sa part
entiere de la creance commune, si le
debiteur est depuis devenu insolvable,
l'associe qui a rec;u sa part entiere, est
tenu de rapporter a la masse commune
ce qu'il a rec;u, encore qu'il eut donne
la quittance pour sa part.

CN 1804, Art. 1849.
When one of the partners has re
c e ived his full share of what is due to
the partnership and the debtor has be
come insolvent since, this partner is
bound to return the same to the part
nership, although he should have given
a receipt specifically for his own share.

Lorsqu'un des associes a rec;u sa part
entiere de la creance commune, et que
le debiteur est depuis devenu insolvable,
cet associe est tenu de rapporter a la
masse commune ce qu'il a rec;u, encore
qu'il eut specialement donne quittance

pour sa part.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 2 6.
Same as CC 1808, p.
above.

3 92, Art. 27,

Same
above.

as CC 1808, p. 393, Art. 2 7,

A.RT,
Every partner is answerable to the partnership
for the damages which it may have suffere d by his fault, without being
able to compensate such damages by the profits which his industry,
skill, or credit may have produced in the business of the partnership ;
provided that no partner shall he held liable for any loss which has
happened in consequence o f any thing bona fide done or omitted by
him in the legal exercise of his power, either as administrator or
p artner, although such act or omission s hould be injudicious and in
jurious to the partnership.

2862.

RCC-1908, 1 9 3 0 , 1933, 1934, 2207 et seq., 2 3 1 5, 2857, 2870, 2 8 7 1 , 3 0 03,
3 006, 3 0 2 2.

R C C 1 870, Art. 2862.
Same as above.

C C 1 825, Art. 2833.
Same as above.

( Projet, p. 3 3 7.
Amendment adopted ; comment
by redactors)
Chaque associe est debiteur, envers la
societe, d e s dommages qu'elle peut avoir
soufferts par sa faute, sans pouvoir com
penser c e s dommages avec Jes profits
que son industrie, ses talens ou son
credit, p euvent avoir procures a la so
ciete.
Mais nu! associe ne sera respon
sable de la perte qui serait arrivee par
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suite de ce qui aurait ete fait par Jui de
bonne foi, ou qu'i! aurait omis de faire
dans l' exercice de ses pouvoirs comme
associe
comme
ou
ad �inistrateur,
quo1que cette omission ou cet acte ai
ete imprudent et prejudiciable a la so
ciete.

t

CC 1 808, p. 394, Art. 28.
Every partner is answerable to the
partnership for the dammag e s which the
partnership may have suffered by his
fault, without being able t o compensate
said damages by the profits which his
industry might have produced in other
affairs.

-p. 395, Art. 28.
Chaque associe est debiteur envers Ia
societe, des domn:.ages qu'i! l i a causes
par sa faute, sans pouvoir compenser,
'.lvec c <:s dommages, les profits que son
dans
procures
aurait
Jui
mdustne
d'autres affaires.

�

CN 1804, Art. 1 850,
Same as above.

Chaque associe est tenu e nvers Ia so
ciete, des dommages qu'il lui a causes
par sa faute, sans pouvoir compenser
avec c e s dommages !es profits que son
dans
procures
aurait
Jui
industrie
d'autres affaires.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 80 0 ) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 2 7 .
Same a s above.

Same as . C C 1 8 0 8 , p. 3 9 5 , Art. 28,
above ; but no punctuation after "de
biteur", or after "compenser."

ART.
2 863. If the use only of certain specified property has
been brought into partnership, and that property is of such a nature
that it may he used a n d enjoyed without destroying it, the ownership
remains in the partner who brought it in and is at his risk. But if
such property be destroyed, or grow worse by keeping or by the use
that is made of it, if it was brought into p artnership with the intent
that it should be sold, or if it was taken at an estimated value ascer
tained by an inventory or some other writing, in either of these cases,
although the use only was contributed, the property is at the risk of
the partnership ; and in case of loss or injury, the p artner, who brought
it in, is a creditor of the partnership, to the amount of the credit o r
loss ; provided that all t h e provisions of this article m a y be controlled
by the convenants [ covenants] of the parties.
RCC- 1 9 4 5 , 2 1 5 5 , 2 8 3 1 , 2 8 7 9 , 2 9 0 1 , 2 9 1 0 .

RCC 1870, Art. 2863.

( Same as Art. 2 8 6 3 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
Amendment t adopted ; no com( Projet, p. 3 3 7.
ment)
Si !'usage seulement d'un corps cer
If the use only of certain specified
tain a ete confere dans Ia societe, et que
property has been brought into partner
cet objet soit d'une telle nature qu'on
ship, and that property is of such a na
puisse en user et en jouir sans le de
ture that it may b e used and enjoyed
truire, la propriete en reste a l'associe
without destroying it, the ownership r e.
qui l'a apporte dans la societe, et il de
mains in the partner who brought it in,
meure a ses risques ; mais, si cet objet
and it is at his risk.
But if such prop
est detruit, ou se deteriore en le gar
erty be destroyed, or grow worse by
dant, o u par !'usage qu'on en fait, s'il a
keeping, or by the use that is made of
ete apporte dans la societe avec !'inten
it, if it was brought into partnership
tion qu'il fut vendu, ou s'il y a ete con
with the intent that it should be sold, or
fere sur une estimation portee dans un
if it was taken at an estimated value,

CC 1 825, Art. 2834.

1 563
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ascertained by an inventory or some
other writing, in either of these cases,
although the use only was contributed,
the property is at the risk of the part
nership ; and in case of loss or injury,
the partner, who brought it in, is a
creditor of the partnership, to the
amount of the credit or loss* ; provided
that all the provisions of this article
may be controlled by the covenants of
the parties.

inventaire ou dans un autre acte, dans
chacun de ces cas, quoique l'usage seul
ait ete confere dans la societe, l'objet
est aux risques de la societe ; et dans le
cas de perte ou de deterioration, l'as
socie, qui l'a apporte, est creancier de la
societe pour la perte ou le dommage
qu'il en souffre* ; mais ii est bien en
tendu que les dispositions de cet article
peuvent etre alterees par la c onvention
des parties.

1 808, p. 394, Art. 29.
If the things, the enjoyment of which
only has been put into the partnership,
are certain and specified things which
are not liable to be consumed by being
used, they are at the risk of each part
ner. * *
I f such things b e destroyed o r grow
worse by keeping them; if they were
intended to be sold, if they were put
into the partnership, according to an
estimated value ascertained by an in
ventory, they are at the risk of the
partnership ; the partner in this last case
is creditor only for the amount of the
estimated value of those things.

29.
Si !es choses, dont la jouissance seule
ment a ete mise dans la societe, sont des
corps certains et determines, qui ne se
consomment pas par !'usage, elles sont
aux risques de l'associe. * *

CC

1804, Art. 1 85 1 .
I f the things, the enjoyment of which
only has been put into the partnership,
are certain and specified things which
are not liable to be c onsumed by being
used, they are at the risk of the partner
who owns them.
If such things be destroyed or grow
worse by keeping them ; if they were in
tended to be sold, or if they were put
into the partnership, according to an
estimated value ascertained by an inven
tory, they are at the risk of the partner
ship.
If the thing has been valued, the part
ner can recover only the amount of this
estimated value.

-p. 395, Art.

Si c e s choses se consomment, si elles
se deteriorent en !es gardant, si elles ont
ete d estinees a etre vendues, si elles ont
ete mises dans la societe sur une estima
tion portee par un inventaire, elles sont
aux risques de la societe; l'associe, dans
ces derniers cas, n'est creancier que de
la somme a laquelle monte l'estimation.

CN

Si les choses dont la jouissance seule
ment a ete mise dans la societe sont des
corps certains et determines, qui ne se
consomment point par !'usage, elles
sont aux risques de l'associe proprie
taire.
Si ces choses se consomment, si elles
se deteriorent en Jes gardant, si elles ont
ete destinees a etre Vendues, OU Si e!les
ont ete mises dans la societe sur une es
timation portee par un inventaire, elles
sont aux risques de la societe.
Si la chose a ete estimee, l'associe ne
peut repeter que le montant de son
estimation.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 28.

If the things, the enjoyment of which
only has been put into the partnership,
are certain and specified things wh!ch
are not liable to be consumed by bemg
used, they are at the risk of the partner.
Par. 2 same as CC 1 8 0 8, p. 394, Art.
29, par. 2, above.

Same as CC 1808, p . . 395, Art. 9,
above : but no pu�c�uatlo!1 a ter .les
,,
, ; period
choses , �� after , .�e��:;mmes
( . ) after de la soc1ete.

!,

}

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "credit or loss" should be
"loss or damage which h e suffered thereby."
* *Note error in English translation of French text ; "each partner" should be
"the partner."
ART.
partner may be a creditor of the partnership
not only for the sums which he has disbursed, but likew se for the
o bligations he has entered into bona fide for the partnership, and for
losses reasonably incurred in his administration.

2864. A

�

RCC-2295 et seq., 2872, 2874, 3021.
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Art. 2866

RCC 1 870, Art . 2864.
Same as a bove.

CC 1 825, Art. 2835.

( Pro jet, p . 3 3 8 .
Amendment adopte d ; no comment)
Sume us above ; but comma (,) after
Un associe peut etre c reancier de la
" o f the partnership."
soc ie t e , non s e ulement des sommes qu'il
a deboursees, mais encore des obliga
tions qu'il a con tractees de bonne foi,
pour les affaires <le la societe, et des
pertes qu'il a raisonnablement encourues
dans son administration.

CC 1 808, p. 394, Art. 30.

-p. 3 9 5, Art. 30.

A partner muy be u c r e d itor o f the
pa rtnersh ip not only for t h e sums which
he has d isburiwd, but l i k ewise for the
obl igations which he has entered i nto
bull4 fide for the partnership, and for
the risk inseperably I im1epurably I con
nected with h is admini11tration.

CN 1804, Art.

Un associe peut etre c reancier de la
societe, non-seulement des sommes qu'il
n deboursees, mais encore des obliga
tions qu'il a contractees de bonne foi
pour !es affaires de la societe, et des
risq ues inseparables de sa gestion.

1852.

A pa rtne r has an actio n against the
pa rtnersh ip, not only by rca!lon o f the
sums that he h1111 disbur!lcd for it, but
likewise on acc o u n t of the obl igations
that he has entered into bu11a ft.do for
the partnersh i p , und the risk inseparably
connected with hill ndm in istrntion.

Un nssoc i e a action contre la societe,
non-sc ulement a raison des sommes qu'il
a d e b oursees pour elle, mais encore a
raison des obligations qu'il a contractees
<le b o n ne foi pour !es affaires de la so
ciete, et des risques inseparables de sa
gestion.

Projet du CouYernement ( 1 800 ) , Book I I I , T it l e XIV, Art. 2 9 .
Same

CC

0 11

1 808, p . 3 9 ,I , A r t. 3 0 ,

above.

Same as CC
above.

1 808, p . 3 9 5 , Art. 3 0 ,

2 865. When the contract of partnership does not deter
mine the i;h are of each partner i n the profits or losses, each one shall
he entitlc<I to an c11trnl share o f the profits, and must contribute equally
lo the loi;ses.

ART.

HCC-- 1 4 2 0 ,

1 425,

1 4 27,

1 4 30,

2086, 2 8 0 1 , 28 1 1 , 2 8 1 3 , 2 8 1 4 , 2 8 1 6 , 2830,

2 8 4 5 , 28i2 ,., 11r-q.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2865.
Sarni' n 11 abovt• .
C C 1 825, Art. 2836.
Same

as

above.

( P ro jet, p . 338.
Amendment adopted ; comment
by redactors)
Lorsque l'acte de societe ne determine
pas l a part de chaque associe dans les
benefices ou pertes, chac u n d'eux aura
droit a une part egale dans les benefices,
et d o i t contribuer aux pertes dans la
m e m e proportion.

-p. 3 9 5, Art. 3 1 .

CC 1 808, p. 394, Art. 3 1 .
When the act of partnership does n o t
determine the share of e a c h partner i n
the benefits or losses, t h e s hare of every
one is in proportion to what he has p u t
into the partnership.

Lorsque l'acte d e societe n e determine
point la part de chaque associe dans les
benefices ou pertes, la part de chacun
est en proportion de sa mise dans le
fonds d e la societe.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 853, par. 1 .

Same as above.

Same as above.

2 866. If the partners have agreed to refer to one of th�m
.
or to a thir<l person, for the regulation o f the shares, this regulation

ART.

1565

Art. 2867

COMPILED EDITION

can not he annulled ,* unless it he hy c ertain proofs that it is
con·
trary to equity.
RCC-2 1, 1420, 1 425, 1 427, 1430, 1 9 6 5 , 2 4 6 5 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 2866.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2837.
(No reference in Projet)
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
Si Jes associes sont convenus de s'en
"them."
rapporter a J'un d'eux, OU a Uil tiers,
,
pour le reglement
des parts, ce regle
ment ne peut etre attaque* qtfe par une
preuve certaine qu'il est contraire a
l'equite.

CC 1808, p.

394, Art.

32.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "them", or after "person."

·p. 395, Art. 32.

Same as above; but comma ( , ) after
"certaine."

CN 1804, Art. 1854, par. 1 .

If the partners have agreed to refer
to one of them or to a third person for
the regulation of the shares, this regu
lation cannot be attacked unless it is
manifestly contrary to e quity.

Si Jes associes sont convenus de s'en
rapporter a J'un d'eux OU a Un tiers pour
le reglement des parts, ce reglement ne
peut etre attaque s'il n'est evidemment
contraire a l'equite.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 31.

If the partners have agreed to refer
to one of them or to a third person for
the regulation of the shares, this regulation cannot be attacked unless it be
by certain proofs that it is contrary to
e quity.

Same as CC 1808, p. 395, Art. 32,
above ; b ut no punctuation after "d'eux",
after "tiers", or after "certaine ."

*Note error in English translation of French text; "annulled" should be "at
tacked."

ART.
The partner intrusted with the administration of
the affairs of the partnership by a special power given in writing, either
by the articles of partnership or otherwise, may, without the a ssent
o f the other partners and contrary to their prohibition, do any act
which they have authorized him to do by such power, provided it he
without fraud, and in his opinion for the a dvantage of the society.
This power, if contained in the articles of copartnership, can not
be revoked without a lawful cause, as long as the partnership lasts.
B ut if the power of administering be given subsequent to the articles
of partnership, it is a simple mandate and may be revoked.

2867.

RCC-1847, 2844, 2 870, 2872, 287 4, 2875, 2 9 8 5 , 3006, 3013, 3151, 3 4 62.

R C C 1 870, Art. 2867.
Same as above.
Amendment i adopted ; no com( Projet, p. 338.
ment)
L'associe charge de l'administration
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
par u n pouvoir special a lui donne par
"partners", after "fraud, and", and
ecrit, soit par l'acte social, soit autre
after "mandate. "
ment, peut, sans le consentement des
autres associes, et contre leur p rohibi
tion, faire tous Jes actes qu'ils l'ont au
torise a faire par ce pouvoir, pourvu que
ce soit sans fraude, et dans son opinion
pour l'avantage de la societe.

C C 1 825, Art. 2838.
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Art.

2868

Ce pouvoir, s'il est contenu dans l'acte
de societe, ne peut etre revoque sans une
cause legale, tant que dure la societe.
Mais si le pouvoir d'administrer est
donne posterieurement a l'acte de so
ciete, c'est un simple mandat, et il peut
etre revoque.

C C 1808, p. 394, Art. 34.

-p. 395, Art. 34.

The partner entrusted with the ad
ministration by the deed of partnership,
may do against the will and in spite of
the opposition of the other partners, all
the acts which depend upon his adminis
tration, provided it be without fraud and
for the good of the partnership, [ . ]
This power cannot be revoked as long
as the partnership lasts, without a law
ful cause.
If the power of administering be pos
terior to the deed of partnership, it is a
simple mandatory commission, suscep
tible of being revoked.

L'associe charge de !'administration,
par le contrat de societe, peut faire,
contre le gre et malgre !'opposition des
autres associes, tous les actes qui de
pendent de son administration, pourvu
que c e soit sans fraude, et pour le bien
de la societe.
Ce pouvoir ne peut etre revoque, tant
que la societe dure, sans cause legitime.
Si le pouvoir d'administrer est pos
terieur au contrat de societe, c'est un
simple mandat, susceptible de revoca
tion.

C N 1804, Art. 1856.
The partner entrusted with the admin
istration by a special clause of the part
nership contract, may do, notwithstand
ing the opposition of the other partners,
all acts which depend upon his adminis
tration, provided it be without fraud.
This power cannot be revoked without
lawful cause, so long as the partnership
lasts ; but if it has been given only by
an act subsequent to the partnership
contract, it is revocable as a simple
mandate.

L'associe charge de !'administration
par une clause speciale du contrat de
societe, peut faire, nonobstant !'oppo
sition des autres associes, tous les actes
qui dependent de son administration,
pourvu que ce soit sans fraude.
Ce pouvoir ne peut etre revoque sans
cause Iegitime, tant que la societe dure ;
mais s'il n'a ete donne q u e par acte
posterieur au contrat de societe, il est
revocable comme un simple mandat.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 33.
Same as CC 1 808, p. 3 94 , Art. 3 4 ,
above.

Same as CC 1 8 08, p. 3 9 5, Art. 3 4 ,
above ; but no punctuation after " I 'ad
ministration", or after "mandat."

When several partners are intrusted with the ad
ART.
ministration without their duties being p ointed out, or when it is not
expressed that one shall not be able to act without the other, they may
do separately all the a cts relating to such administration.

2 868.

RCC-2 8 6 9 , 2870, 3 0 1 4 .

RCC 1870, Art. 2868.
Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
C C 1825, Art. 2839.
sont
associes
plusieurs
Lorsque
Same as above ; but comma ( ' ) after
charge s d'administrer, sans que leurs
"the administration."
fonctions soient determinees, ou sans
qu'il ait ete exprime que l'un ne pourrait
agir sans l'autre, ils peuvent faire sepa
rement tous les actes de cette adminis
tration.

CC 1 808, p. 394, Art. 35.
When several partners are entrusted
with the administration, without their
duties being pointed out, or when it is
not expressed that one shall not be able
to act without the other, they may do
separately all the acts relating to said
administration.

-p. 395, Art. 35.
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"exprime."
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CN 1804, Art. 1857.
Same as above.

Lorsque
plusieurs
associes
sont
charges d'administrer sans que leurs
fonctions soient determinees, ou sans
qu'il ait ete exprime que l'un ne p ourrait
agir sans l'autre, ils peuvent faire cha
cun separement tous !es actes de cette
administration.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 34.
Same as above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 395, Art. 35,
above ; but no punctuation after "ex
prime."

ART. 2869. If it has been stipulated that one of the adminis
trators shall not do anything without the other, one alone can not
a ct, even when the other is prevented by sickness or otherwis e from
taking a part in the a cts which relate to the administration, until there
h e a new agreement between the partners.
RCC-2868, 2872.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2869.
Same as above.

C C 1825, Art. 2840.
Same as above.

(No reference in Projet)

S'il a ete stipule que l'un des adminis
trateurs ne pourra rien faire sans
l'autre, un seul ne peut agir lors meme
que l'autre est, par maladie ou autre
ment, dans l'impossibilite de concourir
aux actes adrninistratifs, jusqu'a ce
qu'il y ait entre Jes associes une nouvelle
convention.

C C 1808, p. 394, Art. 36.

-p. 395, Art. 36.

Same as above .

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"stipule", after "agir", after "ait", and
after "associes."

CN 1804, Art. 1858.

If it has been stipulated that one of
the administrators shall not do anything
without the other, one alone cannot,
without a new agreement, act in the
other's absence, even when the latter is
actually prevented from taking a part
i n the acts which relate to the adminis
tration.

S'il a ete stipule que l'un des adminis
trateurs ne pourra rien faire sans l'autre,
un seu! ne peut, sans une nouvelle con
vention, agir en !'absence de l'autre,
!ors m em e que celui-ci serait dans l'irn
possibilite actuelle de concourir aux
actes d'administration.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 35.

Same as CC 1808, p. 394, Art. 36,
above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 395, Art. 36,
above ;
but
no
punctuation
after
"stipule."

ART. 2870. When there is no agreement respecting adminis
tration in the act of partnership, the following rules are adhered to :
1. The partners are supposed to have given, reciprocally, to
each other the power of administering one for the other. What one
does is valid, even for the share of his partners, without receiving
their approbation, saving the right which they or every one of the
partners has to oppose the operation, before it be concluded.
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Art. 2870

Every partner may make use of the things belonging to the
partnership, provided h e employs the same to the uses for which they
are intended, and he does not use them i n such a m anner as to prevent
his partners from using them a ccording to their rights, or against the
interest of the partnership.
Every partner has a right to bind his partners to contribute
with him to the expenses which are necessary for the preservation of
the things of the partnership .
A partner can neither dispose of nor make any change in
any real property belonging to the partnership, without the consent
of his partners, should even this disposition or change be a dvantageous
to the partnership.
In other than commercial partnerships a partner can not,
as partner only and if he has not the a dministration, a lienate or
engage the things which belong to the partnership .

2.

3.

4.

5.

RCC-2 2 9 9 , 2445, 2 4 4 7, 2 8 2 2 , 2 8 4 4 , 2 8 6 2 , 2867, 2 8 6 8 , 2 8 7 1 , 2 8 75, 2 9 9 6,
30 1 0 , 3462.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2870.
Same as above.
( Projet, p. 339.
Amendment adopted ; comment
by redactors)
Same as above ; but n o punctuation
Lorsque dans l'acte de societe il n'y a
after "given", or after "reciprocally" ;
point de convention sur !'administration,
comma ( , ) after "each other", after
on suit Jes regles suivantes :
"one does", after "right which they'',
1.
Les associes sont censes s' etre
after "only", after "alienate", and after
donne
reciproquement
le
pouvoir
"engage the things" ; semicolon
( ;)
d'administrer
l'un
pour
l'autre ;
ce
after "concluded", after "interest of the
que chacun fait est valable, meme pour
partnership'' after "thihgs of the part
la part de ses associes, sans qu'il ait pris
,
nership", and after "advantageous to
leur consentement, sauf le droit qu'ont
the partnership."
ces derniers ou l'un d'eux, de s'opposer
a I' operation, avant qu'elle soit conclue ;
2.
Chaque associe peut se servir des
choses appartenant a la societe, pourvu
qu'il les emploie aux usages auxquels
elles sont destinees, et qu'il ne s'en
serve pas de maniere a empecher ses
associes d'en user selon leur droit, et
contre l'interet de la societe ;
3.
Chaquc associe a le droit d'obliger
ses associes a faire avec lui les depenses
qui sont necessaires pour la c onservation
des choses de la societe ;
4. Un associe ne peut disposer d'au
cun immeuble appartenant a la societe,
ni y faire aucun changement sans le
consentement de ses associes, quand
meme cette disposition OU Ce rhange
ment serait avantageux a la societe ;
5.
Dans les societes autres que de
commerce un associe ne peut, ilans sa
seule qualite d'associe, et s'il n ' a pas !'ad
ministration, aliener, ni e ngager les
choses qui en dependent.

CC 1825, Art. 284 1 .

CC 1 808, p. 394, Art. 37.

·P·

Par. 1 and subds. 1-3 same as par. 1
and subds. 1-3, above ; but no punctua
tion after "each other", after "one
does" after "valid", after " right which
.
'
they", after " operation", after . .. intended", or after "rights" ; semicolon

395, Art. 37.

Par 1 and subd. 1 same a s par. 1 and
subd. · 1 , above ; but "donne" mis
spelled
"donnes" ; comma
(,)
after
"donnes" after "reciproquement'', and
after "d rniers" ; no punctuation after
"l' operation."
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Art. 2870

'.

2.
Chaque associe p e u t se s e rvir des
choses appartenant a la societe, ]1011 /'I'll
qu'il Jes emploie aux usages auxquelles
[auxquels] elles sont destinces, et qu'il
ne s'en serve de maniere a empccher
ses associes d'en user scion leur d roit, e t
contre I'interet de l a societe ;
Subd. 3 same as subd. 3, above.
4.
Un associe ne peut faire aucun
changement, n i innovation sur Jes im
meubles* dependans de la societe, sans
le c o nsentement de ses assocics, quand
meme cette innovation serait avan
tageuse a la societe ;
5.
Dans une societe de commerce en
nom collectif, Jes choses ac quiscs durant
la societe, par des marches signes 1m tel
et compagnie, appartiennent a la socicte,
soit que ]'acqu isition ait etc faite des
deniers de la societe ou de ceux propres
a I'un des associes ; ce dcrnier est seule
ment alors creancier de la .•ociete, en
raison de son avancc.
( S ubd. 5 sup
pressed on recommendation of redactors ;
see c omment, Projet, p. 3 3 9 )

( ;) after "approbation' ; period ( . ) after
"concluded'', after "mterest of the
partnership" and after "things of the
partnership."

4th, A partner can neithe1· alter nor
innovate any thing* belonging to the
partnership, without the c onsent of his
partners, should even this innovation be
advantageous to the partnership.
5th, In an ordinary commercial part
nership, the things acquired during the
partnership, by bargains signed such one
& Co. belong to the partnership, whether
the purchase was made out of th e
monies of the partnership or out of the
monies of one of the partners.
This
last is only then a creditor of the p art
nership for the sum thus advanced.
(Subd. 5 suppressed on recommendation
of redactors ; see comment, Projet, p.
339)
Subd. 6 same as subd. 5 , abC1ve ; but
no punctuation after "alienate", or
after "things."

Subd. 6 same a s subd. 5 , above ; but
no pu nctuation after "pcut", 0 1· after
"aliener."

CN 1 804, Art. 1 859.
In default of special stipulations on
the mode of administration, the follow
ing rules are adhered to :
Subd. 1 same as subd. 1, above.

Every partner may make use of
2.
the things belonging to the partnership,
provided he employs the same for the
purpose for which they are usually in
tended, and he does not use them against
the interest of the partnership, or in
such a manner as to prevent his partners
from using them according to thei:::
rights.
Subd. 3 same as subd. 3, above.
4.
One of the partners cannot make
any innovations on any immovable be
longing to the partnership, even though
he might maintain that they are advan
tageous to this partnership, unless the
other partners agree thereto.

A d efaut de stipulations specialcs sur
le mode d'administration, !'on suit !cs
regI es suivantes :
Subd. 1 same as subd. 1 , above ; but
"donnes" correctly spelled "donne " ; no
punctuation after "donne", after "reci
proquement", or after "valable " ; period
( . ) after "l'autre", and after "conclue" ;
semicolon ( ;)
after "consentement" ;
comma ( , ) after "!'operation."
2.
Chaque associe peut se servir des
choses appartenant a la societe, pourvu
qu'il Jes emploie a leur destination fixec
par l'usage, et qu'il ne s'en serve pas
contre l'interet de la societe, ou de
maniere a empecher ses associes d'en
user selon leur droit.

Subd. 3 same as subd. 3, above ; but
period ( . ) after "societe."
4.
L'un des associes ne peut faire
d'innovations sur Jes immeubles de
pendans de Ia societe, meme quand il
Ies soutiendrait avantageuses a cette
societe, si Ies autres associes n'y con
sentent.

-Art. 1 860.
The partner who is not administrator
cannot alienate �r engage the things;
even movable, which belong to the part
nership.

L'associe qui n'est point administra
teur, ne peut aliener ni e ngager Jes
choses meme mobilieres qui dependent
de Ia societe.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 3 6 .
Same a s C C 1 80 8 , p. 3 94 , Art. 3 7 ,
par. 1 and subd. 1 , above.

Same a s C C 1 80 8 p 3 9 5 Art 3 7
par. 1 and subd. 1, a ov�;
"do nes';
correctly spelled "donne " ; no punctua-
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tion after "donne'', or after "recipro
quement" ; period ( . ) after "l'autre'',
and after "conclue."

-Book III, Title XIV, Art. 37.
Same as C C 1808, p.
subd. 2, above.

3 94, Art. 3 7,

-Book III, Title XIV, Art. 38.
Same as C C 1808, p.
subd. 3, above.

Art. 2871

3 9 4 , Art. 3 7 ,

2.
Chaque associe peut se servir des
choses appartenant a la societe, pourvu
qu'il les emploie aux usages auxquels
elles sont destinees, et qu'il ne s'en serve
pas de maniere a empecher ses associes
d'en user selon leur droit, ou contre
l ' interet de la societe.
Same as CC 1808, p. 3 9 5 , Art. 3 7,
subd. 3, above ; but comma ( , ) after
"faire", and after "lui" ; period ( . ) after
"societe."

-Book III, Title XIV, Art. 39.
4.
A partner can neither alter nor
innovate any immovable belonging to
the partnership, without the consent of
his partners, should even this innovation
be advantageous to the partnership.

Same as C C 1 808, p. 3 95, Art. 37,
subd. 4 , above ; but n o punctuation
after "changement" ; period ( . ) after
"societe."

-Book III, Title XIV, Art. 40.
Same as C C 1808, p.
subd. 5, above.

3 94, Art.

37,

Same as C C 1 808, p. 3 9 5, Art. 3 7 ,
subd. 5, above ; b u t comma ( , ) after
"acquises", and after "deniers de la
societe" ; period ( . ) after "associes."

3 9 4, Art. 37,

Same as CC 1808, p. 3 95, Art. 3 7,
subd. 6, above ; but comma ( , ) after
"peut."

-Book III, Title XIV, Art. 4 1 .
Same a s C C 1 808, p.
subd. 6, above.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "thing" should be " immov
able."

ART.
Every partner may, without the consent of his
partners, enter into a partnership with a third person, for the share
which he has in the partnership, hut he can not, without the consent
of his partners, make him a partner in the original partnership, should
he even have the administration of it.
He is responsible for the damages occasioned by this third per
son to the partnership, in the same manner as he answers for those
he has occasioned himself, according to article

2871.

2862.

RCC-1930, 280 1, 2 8 1 5, 2862, 2 870.

RCC 1870, Art. 287 1.

( S ame a s Art. 2 8 7 1 o f Proposed Revision o f 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
(No reference in Projet)
Chaque associe peut, sans le con
sentement de ses associes, s'associer une
tierce personne a la part qu'il a dans la
societe ; ii ne peut pas, sans ce con
sentement, l'associer a la societe, !ors
meme qu'il en aurait !'administration.
II repond des dommages causes par
He is responsible for the damages
cette tierce personne a la societe, de la
occasioned by this third person to the
meme maniere qu'il repond de ceux qu'il
partnership, in the same manner as he
a causes lui-meme suivant !'article 2833.
answers for those he has occasioned

CC 1825, Art. 2842.
Par.

1

same as par. 1, above.

himself, according to article 2833.
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CC 1808, p. 396, Art. 38.

-p. 397, Art. 38.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but no
punctuation after "person" ; semicolon
( ;) after "the partnership."
He is responsible for the damages oc
casioned by this third person to the
partnership, in the same manner as he
answers for those he has occasioned
himself according to the 28th article
above.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but no
punctuation after "pas" ; comma ( , )
after "personne."
II repond des dommages causes par
cette tierce p ersonne a la societe, de la
meme maniere qu'il repond de ceux
qu'il a causes lui-meme suivant !'article
28 ci-dessus.

CN 1804, Art. 185 1 .
Every partner may, without the con
sent of his partners, enter into a part
nership with a third person relative to
the share which he has in the partner
ship : but he cannot, without the con
sent of his partners, make him a part
ner in the original partnership, should
he even have the administration of it.

Chaque associe peut, sans le con
sentement de ses associes, s'associer une
tierce personne relativement a la part
qu'il a dans la societe : il ne peut pas,
sans ce consentement, l'associer a la
societe, lors meme qu'il en aurait !'ad
ministration.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 42.
Par. 1 same as CC 1808, p. 3 9 6, Art.
38, par. 1, above.

He is responsible for the damages
occasioned by this third person to the
partnership, in the same manner as he
answers for those he has occasioned
himself according to the 2 7th article
above.

Par. 1 same as CC 1808, p. 3 9 7 , Art.
38, par. 1, above ; but no punctuation
after "personne" ; comma
(,)
after
''pas.''
II repond des dommages causes par
cette tierce personne a la societe, de la
meme maniere qu'il repond de ceux
qu'il a causes lui-meme, suivant !'article
27 ci-dessus.

Section 2-0F THE OBLIGATIONS OF PARTNERS TOWARDS
THIRD PERSONS
ART. 2872.
Ordinary partners are not hound in solido for the
debts of the partnership, and no one of them can bind his partners,
unless they have given him power so to do, either specially or by the
articles of partnership.
Commercial partners are bound in solido for the debts of the
partnership.
RCC-1425 et seq., 1 4 30, 2 0 9 1 , 2093, 2107, 2 8 0 1 , 2 8 1 3 , 2814, 2822, 2 825,
2826, 2845, 2852, 2864, 2865, 2867, 2869, 2873 et seq., 2 9 9 8 , 3010.

RCC 1870, Art. 2872.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2843.

(Projet, p. 340.
Substitution adopted ; no comment)
Same as par. 1, above ; but comma ( , )
Un
associe
ordinaire n'est point
after "specially."
oblige solidairement aux dettes de la so
ciete, et aucun des associes ne peut
obliger les autres, a moins qu'ils ne lui
aient donne p ouvoir de le faire , soit
specialement, soit par l'acte de societe.

CC 1 808, p. 398, Art. 43.

·P·

In private it is otherwise than in
commercial partnerships.
The partners are not bound in solido
for the payment of the debts of the

Dans les societes particulieres, autres
que de commerce, les associes ne sont
pas tenus solidairement des dettes so
ciales, et nu! ne peut obliger son asso-
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partnership ; and no one can bind his
partners if they have not given him
the power so to do. (Suppressed on
recommendation of redactors; Projet,
p. 340)

Art.

2873

cie, s'il ne lui en a confere le pouvoir.
( Suppressed on recommendation of re
dactors ; Projet, p. 340)

CN 1 804, Art. 1862.
In partnerships other than those of
commerce, the partners are not bound
in solido for the payment of the debts
of the partnership, and no partner can
bind the others if they have not given
him the power so to do.

Dans Jes societes autres que celles de
commerce, Jes associes ne sont pas
tenus solidairement des dettes sociales,
et l'un des associes ne pent obliger les
autres si ceux-ci n e lui en ont confer e
le pouvoir.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 5 1 .
Same a s C C 1808, p . 398, Art. 43,
above.

Dans Jes societes particulieres autres
que de commerce, les associes ne sont
pas tenus solidairement des dettes so
ciales, et nul ne peut obliger ses asso
cies s'il ne lui en a confere le pouvoir.

ART. 2873. In the ordinary partnership, each partner is hound
for his share of the partnership debt, calculating such share in pro
portion to the number of the partners, without any attention to the
proportion of the stack or profits each is entitled to.
RCC-2086, 2 100, 2823, 286 5 , 2872, 2874.
RCC 1870, Art. 2873.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2844.

(Projet,
ment)

Same as above.

p. 340.

Substitution adopted; no com

Dans les societes ordinaires, chaque
associe est oblige pour sa part dans la
dette sociale, e n calculant cette part
suivant le nombre des associes, sans au
cun egard a la part que chacun d'eux
peut avoir dans le capital ou dans les
benefices de la societe.

CC 1 808, p. 398, Art. 44.

-p. 399, Art. 44.

In those partnerships every one of
the partners is bound towards the cred
itors for his virile share, although his
share in the partnership was le ss, if the
parties who contracted the debt did not
explain themselves on the subject.
(Suppressed on recommendation of re
dactors ; Proj et, p. 340)

Dans ces memes societes, chacun des
associes est tenu envers le creancier,
pour sa part virile, encore que sa part,
dans la societe, fut moindre, si !es
parties, qui ont c ontracte la dette, ne
s'en sont pas expliquees. (Suppressed
on recommendation of redactors ; Projet,
p. 340)

CN 1 804, Art. 1863.
The partners are bound towards the
creditor with whom they have con
tracted, each one for an equal sum and
share, although the share of one of
them in the partnership might be less,
unless the act has specifically limited
the obligation of the latter in proportion
to this last share.

Les associes sont tenus envers le
creancier avec lequel ils ont contracte,
chacun pour une somme et part egales,
encore que la part de l'un d'eux dans
la societe f(\t moindre, si l'acte n'a pas
specialement restreint !'obligation de
celui-ci sur le pied de cette derniere
part.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800) , B o ok III, Title XIV, Art. 52.
Same as CC 1808, p. 398, Art. 44,
above.

Same as CC 1 808, p. 399, Art. 44,
above;
but
no
punctuation
after
"creancier", after "que sa part", after
"societe", after "parties", or after
"dette."
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Art. 2874

A.RT.
4. If a debt he contracted h� one o the p arti_i ers o f
a n ordinary partnership, who i s n o t authorized, eithe� m lus own
name or that of the partnership, the o ther p artners will be ound,
each for his share, provided it he proved that the partnership was
benefited by the transaction.
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�

R C C-2086, 2822, 2823, 2864, 2865, 2867, 2873, 2875.

RCC 1870, Art. 2874.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2845.
Same

as

above.

Substitution i adopted ; no com(Projet, p. 340.
ment)
Si une dette est c ontractce par l'un
des associes d'une societe ordinaire, soit
en son nom, soit en celui de la societe,
sans y etre autorise, Ies autres associes
seront obliges chacun pour leur part,
s'il est prouve que Ia soc iete a recu
avantage de !'operation.

CC 1.808, p. 398, Art. 45.

-p. 399, Art. 45.

When the debt of any other but a
commercial partnership, has been con
tracted only by one of the partners,
the partner who contracted the same is
answerable only to the creditor, al
though it should have been expressed
that the debt was contracted on account
of the partnership, both in his own
name and in the name of his partner,
unless it should be proved either that
his partner had given him the power
so to do, or that the debt has turned
to the benefit of the partnership. ( S up
pressed on recommendation of redac
tors ; Projet, p. 3 4 0 )

Lorsque la dette d'une societe, autre
que de commerce, n'a ete contractee
que par l'un des associes, ii n'y a que
celui qui l'a contractee qui en soit tenu
envers le creancier, encore qu 'il eut
ete exprime, que c'etait pour le comptc
de la societe, tant en son nom qu'au
nom de son associe, a moins qu'il ne
fiit justifie, o u que son associe Jui a
donne pouvoir, ou que la dette a tourne
au profit de la societe. ( Suppressed o n
recommendation of redactors; Projet,
p. 3 4 0 )

CN 1 804, Art. 1 864.
The stipulation that the obligation is
contracted for the account of the part
nership, binds only the contracting
partner and not the others, unless the
latter have given him power so to do,
or unless the thing bas turned to the
benefit of the partnership.

L a stipulation que !'obligation est
contractee pour l e compte de la societe,
ne l i e que I'associe contractant et non
Ies autres, a moins que ceux-ci ne lui
aient donne pouvoir, ou que la chose
n'ait tourne au profit de la societe.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 5 3.
Same as C C 1 808, p. 3 98, Art. 45,
above.

Same as C C 1 8 08, p. 3 9 9, Art. 4 5 ,
above ; but no punctuation after "d'une
societe", or after "exprime" ; semicolon
( ;) after "de son associe."

ART.
All engagements made relative to the partnership
.
affairs,
by the person appointed to administer the business of an
ordinary partnership b y articles of partnership duly recorded and
pursuant to those powers, shall hind all the partners.

2 875.

RCC-2 822, 2 8 6 7, 2 8 7 0, 2874, 3 1 5 1.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2875.
Same as above.
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(Projet, p. 340.

CC 1825, Art. 2846.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"recorded."

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Art. 2876

Addition adopted ; no comment)

Tous les engagemens qui sont contractes relativement aux affaires so
ciales, par la personne qui est nommee,
pour administrer les interets d'une so
ciete ordinaire, par l'acte social diiment
enregistre, et conformement a ce pou
voir, seront obligatoires pour tous les
associes.

Chapter 4--0 F THE DIFFERENT MANNERS IN WHICH

pARTNERSHIPS END
ART. 2876.
partnership ends :
By the expiration of the time for which such partnership
was entered into.
2. By extinction of the thing, or the consummation of the
negotiation.

1.

A

3.

By the death of one of the partners, or by his interdiction.
By his bankruptcy.
5. By the will of all the parties, legally expressed, or by the
will of any of them, founded on a legal cause, and expressed in the
manner directed by law.

4.

RCC-2 130, 2727, 2 7 2 8, 2 8 2 3 , 2 8 5 4 , 2 8 7 7 et seq. , 2 88 7 , 2890.

RCC 1870, Art. 2876.

(Same as Art. 2 8 7 6 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
(Projet, p. 3 4 0.
Amendment adopted ; no comment)
La societe finit:
Par. 1 and subds. 1-4 same as par. 1
1.
Par !'expiration du temps pour
and subds. 1-4, abov e ; but semicolon
( ;) after "into", after " n egotiation",
lequel elle a ete contractee ;
2.
Par !'extinction de la chose, ou la
after "interdiction", and after "bank
consommation de la negociation ;
ruptcy."
3.
Par la mort de l'un des associes,
ou par son interdiction ;
4.
Par sa faillite ;
Par la volonte de toutes !es par
5.
5.
By the will of all the parties,
ties legalement exprimee, ou par la vo
legally expressed, or by the will of any
lonte d'aucune d'elles, fondee sur unc
one of them, founded on a legal cause,
cause legale, et exprimee de la maniere
and expressed in the manner directed
prescrite par la loi.
by law.

CC 1825, Art. 2847.

CC 1 808, p. 398, Art. 46.

-p. 399, Art. 46.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
1st, By the expiration of the time
for which said partnership was entered
int o ;
Subds. 2-4 same as subds. 2-4, above ;
but no punctuation after " thing", or
after "partners" ; period
(.)
after
"negociation."
5th, By the desire of being no longer
in partnership.

Par. 1 and subds. 1-4 same as par. 1
and subds. 1-4, above.

5.
Par la vo!onte de n'etrc plus en
societe.
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CN 1804, Art. 1865.

Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2 same as par. 1
and subds. 1, 2, above.
3.
By the natura l death of one of
the partners.
By the civil death, interdiction or
4.
insolvency of one of them.
By the desire expressed by one or
5.
more of the partners of being no longer
in partnership.

Par. 1 and subds. 1 , 2 same as par. 1
and subds. 1, 2, above ; but comma (,)
after "finit."
3.
Par la mort naturelle de quelqu'un
des associes;
4. Par Ia mort civile, !'interdiction
ou la deconfiture de l'un d'eux;
Par la volonte qu'un seul ou plu
5.
sieurs expriment de n'etre plus en so
ciete.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 54.
Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2 same as par. 1
and subds. 1, 2, above.
By the natural or civil death of
3.
one of the partners, or by his interdiction.
Subds. 4, 5 same as CC 1808, p. 398,
Art. 4 6, subds. 4, 5, above.

Par. 1 and subds. 1, 2 same as par. 1
and subds. 1, 2, above.
Par Ia mort naturelle ou civile
3.
d e l'un des associes, ou par son interdiction;
Subds. 4, 5 same as CC 1 8 08, p. 399,
Art. 46, subds. 4, 5, above.

When a partnership has been entered into for a
ART.
limited time, it ends of course* at the expiration of that time.

2877.

RCC-2 727, 2 8 7 6, 2878, 2887.

RCC 1870, Art. 2877.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2848.

(No reference in Projet)
Lorsque la societe a ete contractee
pour un temps Iimite, elle finit de plein
droit* par !'expiration de ce temps.

Same as above.

CC 1808, p. 398, Art. 47.

·P·

When the partnership has been en
tered into for a limited time, it ends of
course* at the expiration of that time.

C N 1804.

399, Art. 47.

Same as above; but comma ( , ) after
"finit", and after "droit."

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 55.
When the partnership has been entered into for a limited time, it ends by
operation of law at the expiration of
that time.

Same as CC 1808, p. 3 99 , Art. 47,
above ; but no puctuation after "finit",
or after "droit."

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "of course" should be "by
operation of law."

2878.

ART.
The prorogation which may be agreed upon be
tween the parties, shall he made and proved in the same manner, as
the contract of partnership itself.
RCC-2834, 2877.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2878.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2849.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"prorogation."

La prolongation, dont Jes parties conviendront, sera faite en la forme, et
prouvee de Ia meme maniere que doit
l'etre le contrat de societe lui-rneme.
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CC 1 808, p. 398, Art. 48.

The prorogation which may b e agreed
on between the parties shall b e made
and proved in the same manner as the

Art. 2880

-p. 399, Art. 48.

Same as above.

contract of partnership itself.
CN 1804, Art. 1866.

The prorogation of a partnership for
a limite d time can be proved only by an
instrument in writing clothed with the
same formality as the contract of part
nership.

La prorogation d'une societe a temps
limite ne peut etre prouvee que par u n
ecrit revetu des memes formes que le
contrat de societe.

ART.
If a partnership has been entered into, the stock
of which is to he formed with the proceeds of a sale, to he made in
common, of several things belonging to each partner, and if it happen
that the thing belonging to one of them is destroyed, the partnership
shall he extinguished.

2879.

RCC- 1 8 9 1 , 1897, 2044, 2 2 1 9 , 2455, 2697, 2 8 5 6, 2 8 63, 2876.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2879.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2850.
Same as above.

( No reference in Projet)

S'il a ete contracte societe pour y
mettre le prix de la vente, a faire e n
commun, d e plusieurs choses appartenant
a chaque associe, et que la chose de l'un
d'eux perisse, la societe est eteinte.

cc 1808, p. 398, Art. 49.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "sale", after "common", or after
"destroyed."

CN 1804, Art. 1867.

When one of the partners has prom
ised to put in common the ownership
of a thing, its loss before this has been
effectuated, operates the dissolutio n of
the partnership with reference to all
the partners.
The partnership is also dissolved in
all cases by the loss of the thing, when
the enj oyment alone has been put in
common, and the partner has retained
the ownership.
But the partnership is not broken by
the loss of the thing the ownership of
which has already been brought into the
partnership.

-p. 399, Art. 49.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "vente."

Lorsque l'un des associes a promis d e
mettre e n commun l a propriete d'une
chose, la perte survenue avant que la
mise en soit effectuee, opere la dissolu
tion de la societe par rapport a tous
Jes associes.
La societe est egalement dissoute dans
tous les cas par la perte de la chose,
lorsque la jouissance seule a ete mise
en commun, et que la propriete en est
restee dans la main de l'associe.
Mais la societe n'est pas rompue par
la perte de la chose dont la propriete
a deja ete apportee a la societe.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 5 7 .

Same as C C 1808, p . 3 9 8 , Art. 4 9 ,
above.

Same a s CC 1 808, p . 399, Art. 49,
above ; but comma ( , ) after "vente" ; n o
punctuation after "commun."

ART.
Every partnership ends of right by the death o f
one of t h e partners, unless a n agreement h a s been made to the con

2880.

trary.
RCC-1 102, 1 103, 1135, 1 14 3 , 1 8 1 0 , 2007, 2876, 2 8 8 1 et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2880.
Same as above.
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Art. 2881
CC 1825, Art. 285 1.

(No reference in Projet)
Toute societe finit de plein droit par
la mort de l'un des associes s'il n'en a
ete autrement convenu.

Same as above.

-p. 401 , Art. 50.

CC 1 808, p. 400, Art. 50.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"finit", after "droit", and after "as
socies."

Same as above.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 58.
Same as CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 50,
above.

Same as CC 1808, p . 4 0 1 , Art. 50,
above ; but no punctuation after "finit",
or after "droit."

ART.
The death of one partner dissolves the partnership
between the surviving partners, unless there he a contrary stipulation.

2881.

RCC-1103, 1 143, 2 8 7 6, 2880, 2882, 2883.

RCC 1870, Art. 2881.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2852.
Same as above.

(Pro jet, p. 340.
Amendment :j: adopte d ; no com
ment)
La mort de l'un des associes dissout
la societe entre les associes survivans,
s'il n'y a stiputation [stipulation] con
traire.

CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 5 1 .

-p. 401, Art. 51.

Death dissolves partnership even be
tween surviving partners, unless there
be a contrary stipulation.

La mort dissout la societe, meme entre
les associes survivans, s'il n'y a stipula
tion contraire.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 59.
Same as C C 1808, p. 400, Art. 51,
above.

Same as C C 1808, p. 401, Art. 5 1 ,
above.

ART.
If it has been stipulated that, in case of the death
of one of the partners, the partnership should continue between the
heir of the deceased and the surviving partners, or between the surviv
ing partners only, either of these stipulations shall he observed.
But if the stipulation he, that the partnership shall continue be
tween the survivors only, the heir of the deceased shall he entitled
to a division of the partnership property, as it stood at the day of the
death of his ancestor, and to a share in the profits of any partnership
operation in which his share of the stock was employed, and which
was unfinished at that time.

2882.

RCC-940, 1 1 03, 1 1 0 6, 1 12 2 , 1135, 1138 et seq., 1 2 9 7, 1298, 1 9 9 9 , 2 876,
2880, 2881, 2883, 3034.

RCC 1870, Art. 2882.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2853.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 341. Amendment :j: adopted; no com
ment)
Lorsqu'il a ete stipule que le deces
de l'un des associes arrivant, Ia societe
continuerait entre l'heritier du defunt et
les associes survivans, ou entre les as
socies survivans seulement, l'une ou
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Art. 2883

l'autre de ces stipulations sera observee.
Mais si la stipulation est, que la societe
continuera entre les associes survivans
seulement, l'heritier du decede aura
droit au partage des biens de la societe,
tels qu'ils existaient !ors du deces d e
celui a qui i i succede, et a une part
dans !es benefices de toutes operations
sociales, non terminees a cette epoque,
et dans lesquelles sa part dans les fonds
de la societe aurait ete employee.

CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 52.

When it has been stipulated that in
case of the death of one of the p artners,
the partnership should continue b etween
the surviving partners, the heir of the
deceased has a right to a share in the
partnership according only to its situa
tion at this period. He shall n o t par
ticipate in the rights of the partnership
for the future, but in as much as they
are a necessary consequence of what
has been done previous to the d eath of
the partner to whom he succeeds.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 868.

If it has been stipulated that in case
of the death of one of the p artners,
the partnership should continue with
his heir, or only between the surviving
partners, these dispositions shall be fol
lowed : in the second case, the heir of
the deceased has the right only to the
a share in the partnership, having re
gard to the situation of this partnership
at the time of the death, and p artici
pates in the subsequent rights only in so
far as they are a necessary consequence
of what has been done previous to the
death of the partner to whom he succeeds.

-p. 401, Art. 52.

Lorsqu'il a ete stipule, que le deces
de l'un des associes arrivant, la societe
continuerait entre les associes survivans,
l'heritier d u decede n'a de droit qu'au
partage de l a societe, eu egard a sa
situation a cette epoque ; ii ne participe
aux droits de la societe, pour l'avenir,
qu'autant qu'ils sont une suite neces
saire de ce qui s'est fait avant la mort
de l'associe auquel il succede.

S'il a ete stipule qu'en cas de mort
de l'un des associes, la societe conti
nuerait avec son heritier, ou seulement
entre les associes survivans, ces disposi
tions seront suivies : au second cas, l'he
ritier du decede n'a droit qu'au partage
de la societe, eu egard a la situation d e
cette societe lors du deces, e t n e p ar
ticipe aux droits ulterieurs qu'autant
qu'ils sont u n e suite necessaire de c e
qui s'est fait avant l a mort d e l'asso
cie auquel il succede.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Titie XIV, Art. 60.

Same a s CC 1808, p . 400, Art. 52,
above.

Same as C C 1 8 08, p. 401, Art. 5 2 ,
above; but no p unctuation after "sti
pule", or after "de la societe" ; period
(.) after " epoque."

The interdiction of one of the partners, or his
bankruptcy, has, as to the dissolution of the partnership, the same
effect as the death of one of the partners.

.ART. 2883.

RCC-2876, 2880 et seq.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2883.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2854.
Same a s above.

( No reference in Projet)

CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 53.

L'interdiction de l'un des associes, o u
s a faillite ouverte, a, quant a la disso
lution de la societe, le meme effet que
la mort de l'un des associes.

Same a s above ; but no punctuation
after "bankruptcy."

CN 1804.

-p. 401, Art. 53.

N o corresponding article.
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Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 6 1 .

The civil death of one of the part
ners, his interdiction or his bankruptcy,
has, as to the dissolution of the part
nership, the same effect a s natural death.

La mort civile de l'un d e s assoc1es,
e,
son interd iction ou sa faillite ouvert
ont [ a ] , quand [quant] a la dissolution
de la s ociete, les memes effets que la
mort nature lle.

.ART. 2884. If the partnership h a s been contracted without
a ny limitation of time, one of the partners may dissolve the partn�r
.
ship by notifying to his partners that he does not mtend
to rema m
.
any longer in the p artnership, provided, nevertheless, the renuncia
tion to the partnership he made bona fide, and it does not take place
unseasonably.
RCC-1901, 2854, 2876, 2885 et seq., 2 8 8 9 , 3 4 8 1 .

RCC 1870, Art. 2884.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2855.
Same as above.

(No reference in Projet)

Si Ia societe a ete contractee sans au
cune limitation de temps, un seul des
associes peut dissoudre la societe, en no
tifiant a ses associes qu'il n'entend plus
demeurer en societe, pourvu neanmoins
que la renonciation a la societe soit de
bonne foi, et qu'elle ne soit pas faite
a contre-temps.

CC 1 808, p. 400, Art. 54.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "provided", after "nevertheless",
or after "fide."

CN 1804, Art. 1869.

The dissolution of the partnership by
the will of one of the parties applies only
to partnerships whose duration is limit
less, and takes place by a renunciation
notified to all the partners, provided that
this renunciation be made bona fide, and
does not take place unseasonably.

-p. 401 , Art. 54.

Same as above; but comma ( , ) after
"ses associes", and after "neanmoins."

La dissolution de la societe par la
volonte d e l'une des parties ne s'applique
qu'aux societes dont la duree est illi
mitee, et s'opere par une renonciation
notifie e a tous les associes, p ourvu que
cette renonciation soit de bonne foi, et
non faite a contre-temps.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 62.
Same as CC 1808, p . 400, Art. 54,

above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 4 0 1 , Art. 5 4,
above ; but no punctuation afte r "ses
associes", after "neanmoins", o r after
"foi" ; semicolon ( ;) after "en s o ciete."

ART. 2885. The renunciation is not bona fide when the p art
ner renounces for the purpose of appropriating to himself the profits
which the partners expected to receive from the partnership.
RCC-2884.

RCC 1870, Art. 2885.
Same as above.

( Projet, p. 3 4 1 .
Amendment amended in English
text and adopted ; n o comment)
'above ; but c omma ( , ) after
La renonciation n'est pas d e bonne
foi, lorsque l'associe renonce pour s'ap
proprier a lui seul le profit que les as
socies s'attendaient a recevoir d e la
societe.

CC 1 825, Art. 2856.
Same

"fide.17

as
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CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 55.

The renunciation is not bona fide, when
the partner renounces to appropriate to
himself the profits which the p artners
had intended to derive from contracting
said partnership.

CN 1804, Art. 1870, par. 1 .

The renunciation is not
when the partner renounces
priate to himself the profits
partners had intended to
common.

bona fide
to appro
which the
derive in

Art. 2887

-p. 401, Art. 55.

La renonciation n'est pas de bonne
foi, lorsque l'associe renonce pour s'ap
proprier a lui seul, le profit que les as
socies s'etaient propose de retirer en Ia
contractant.
La renociation n'est pas de bonne foi
lorsque l'associe renonce pour s'appro
prier a lui seul le profit que les asso
cies s'etaient propose de retirer en com
mun.

Projet du Gouvernement (1800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 63.

Same as CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 55,
above.

Same as CC 1 8 08, p. 401, Art. 55,
above ; but no punctuation after "seul."

2886. The renunciation is made unseasonably, if it be
made at the time when things are no longer entire, and when the
interest of the partnership requires that its dissolution be postponed.
The common interest of the partnership is considered, and not the
interest of the partner who opposes the renunciation.

ART.

RCC-2884.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2886.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2857.
Same as above.

( No reference in Projet)

La renonciation est faite a contre
temps, si elle est faite dans un temps oil
les choses ne sont plus entieres, et lors
qu'il est de l'interet de la societe que
la dissolution soit difl.'eree ; l'interet com
mun de la societe est considere, et non
l'interet de celui des associes qui s'op
pose a la renonciation.

CC 1 808, p. 400, Art. 56.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after " entire", or after "considered" ;
colon ( :) after "postponed."

CN 1 804, Art. 1 870, par. 2.

It is made unseasonably when things
are no longer entire, and when i t is im
portant to the partnership that its dis
solution be postponed.

·P· 401, Art. 56.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"l'interet de la societe."

Elle est faite a contre-temps lorsque
les choses ne sont plus entieres, et qu'il
importe a la societe que sa dissolution
soit differee.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 64.

Same as CC 1808, p. 4 0 0, Art. 56,
above.

La renonciation est faite a contretemps, si elle est faite dans un temps
ou les choses ne sont plus entieres, et
lorsqu'il est d e l'interet de la societe
que sa dissolution soit differee. L'interet
commun de la societe est considere, e t
non l'interet d e celui des associes qui
s'oppose a l a renonciation.

ART. 2887. Although the partnership may have been entered
into for a limited time, one of the partners may, provided he has a
just cause for the same, dissolve the partnership before the time, even
1 581
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Art. 2888

where inconvenience s might result for the partners, and although
it might have been s tipulated that the p a rtners could not desist from
the partnership before the stipulated time.
RCC-1 901, 1 926, 1 933, 2046, 2047, 2 8 7 6 , 2 877, 2884, 2888, 2 8 8 9 .

RCC 1870, Art. 2887.

( Same as Art. 2 8 8 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

C C 1 825, Art. 2858.
(No reference in Projet)
Quoique la societe ait ete c o ntractee
Although the partnership may have
b een entered into for a limited time, one
pour un temps Iimite, I'un d e s associes
of the partners may, provided he has
peut, pourvu qu'il en ait un juste sujet,
a j ust cause for the same, dissolve the
dissou d r e la societe avant c e temps, lors
p artnership before the time, even almeme qu'il en resulterait prejudice pour
though inconveniencies [inconveniences]
les associes, et qu'il eut ete stipule que
might result for the partners, and alles associes ne pourraient se d esister de
la societe avant le temps.
though it might have been stipulated
that the partners could not desist from
the partnership before the stipulated
time.
CC 1 808, p. 400, Art. 57.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "for the partners" ; comma (,)
after "from the partnership."

C N 1 804.

No corresponding article.

-p. 401 , Art. 57.
Quoique la societe ait ete c ontractee
pour un terns limite, l'un des associes
peut, pourvu qu'il en ait un juste sujet,
dissoud r e la societe avant le terns, lors
qu'il en resulterait prejudice
meme
pour les associes, et qu'il eilt ete sti
pule, que les associes ne pourraient se
desister de la societe avant le terns.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title XIV, Art. 65.

Same as CC 1808, p. 4 0 0 , Art. 57,
above.

Same as CC 1808, p. 4 0 1 , Art. 57,
above ; but no punctuation after "sti
pule."

There is just cause for a partner to dissolve the
partnership before the appointed time, when one or more o f the
partner � fail in their �hliga�ions, or when an habitual infirmity pre
om devotmg hrmself to the affairs of the partnership,
v e�ts hrm
.
which require his presence or his personal attendance.

ART. 2888.
�

RCC-1901, 2887.

R C C 1870, Art. 2888.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2859.
Same as above.

( Projet, p.
ment)

CC 1 808, p. 400, Art. 58.

There is just cause for a partner to
.
dissolve the partnership before the ap
pointed time, when one or more of the
partners fail in their obligations · when
from
an habitual infirmity prevents hi

i:i

341.

S uppression adopted ;

no

com

II y a j uste sujet pour un associe d e
dissoudre la societe avant l e terme con
venu, lorsqu'un ou plusieurs autres as
socies manquent a leurs engagemens, ou
Iorsqu'une infirmite habituelle l'empeche
de vaquer aux affaires de Ia societe qui
.
.
ou ses soins p er·
sa presence
exigent
sonnels.
·P ·

401 , Art. 58 .

II Y a juste sujet, pour un associe
de dissou dre la societe avant le term
convenu, lors qu'un, ou plusieurs autres
associes manquent a Ieurs engage mens ·
lorsqu' une infirmite habitue lle l'empech
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devoting himself to the affairs of the
partnership which require his presence,
or his p ersonal attendance.
The legitimity of said and other like
causes depends on circumstances, and
in case of controversy, ought to be
left to the prudence of arbitrators and
judges.
(Par. 2 suppressed on recom
mendation of redactors ; Projet, p. 3 4 1 )

Art.

2890

de vaquer aux affaires de la societe, qui
exigent sa presence, ou ses soins per
sonnels.
La legitimite de ces causes, et autres
semblables, depend des circonstances, et
est, en cas de contestation, laissee a la
prudence des arbitres et des juges.
(Par. 2 suppressed on recommendation
of redactors ; Projet, p. 341)

CN 1 8 04, Art. 1.87 1.
The dissolution of partnerships with
a term may be demanded by one of the
partners before the agreed term, only in
so far a s he has just cause, as when an
other partner fails in his obligations,
or when an habitual infirmity renders
him unfit for the business of the part
nership, or other like cases, the legi
timacy and importanc e of which are left
to the d i scretion of the judges.

La dissolutio n des societes a term e ne
peut etre demandee par l'un des asso
cies avant le terme convenu, qu'autant
qu'il y en a de justes motifs, comme
lorsqu'un autre associe manque a ses
engagemens, ou qu'une infirmite habitu
elle le rend inhabile aux affaires de la
societe, ou autres cas semblables, dont
la Iegitimite et la gravite sont laissees
a !'arbitrage des juges.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 66.
Same as CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 58,
above.

Same as C C 1 808, p. 401, Art. 5 8 ,
above ; but no punctuation after "lors
qu'un", after "de la societe", after "pre
sence" , after "causes", or after "sem
blables" ; comma ( , ) after " engage
mens."

ART. 2889. The renunciation of the partnership by one of the
partners does not operate the dissolution of the partnership, unless
it he notified to all the other p artners.
R C C-2 884, 2887.

RCC 1 8 7 0, Art. 2889.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2860.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 341. Amendment + adopted; no com
ment)
La renonciation d'un associ e a la so
ciete n'en opere pas la dissolution, a
moins qu'elle ne soit notifiee a tous
les autres associes.

CC 1808, p. 400, Art. 59.

-p. 401, Art. 59.

The renunciation of one partner to
the partnership, d oes not operate the
dissolution of the partnership b u t in as
much as it has been notified to all the
partners.

La renonciation d'un associe a la so
ciete, n'en opere, dans aucun cas, la dis
solution, qu'autant qu'elle a ete notifiee
a tous Jes associes.

CN 1804.

No c orresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 67.
Same as CC 1 8 08, p. 400, Art. 59,
above.

Same as CC
above.

1 8 08, p. 401, Art. 59,

2890. The rules concerning the partition of successions,
the m anner of making such partition, and the obligations which re·
sult from the same, between heirs, apply to partners.

ART.

R C C-1289 et seq., 1 3 4 7 et seq., 1 382 et seq., 1397 et seq., 1420, 142 5, 1 42 7 ,
1430.
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2891

(Same as Art. 2 8 9 0 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

.

RCC 1870, Art. 2890
Same a s above.

( N o reference i n Projet)
CC 1825, Art. 2861.
Les regles concernant le partage des
n of
partitio
the
The rules concerning
ions, la forme de ce p artage et
success
inheritances, the manner of making
les o bligations qui en resultent e ntre les
obligations
the
and
such partition
heritiers, s'appliquent aux associes .
which result from the same between
.
partners
to
heirs, apply

-p. 4 0 1 , Art. 60.

cc 1 808, p. 400, Art. 60.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"regles."

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 1872.

The rules concerning the partition of
successions, the manner o f making such
partition, and the obligations which re
sult from the same between coheirs, ap
ply to partitions between partners.

Les regles concernant le partage des
successions, la forme de ce partage, et
les obligations qui en resultent entre les
coheritiers, s'appliquent aux p a rtages
entre associes.

Projet du Gouveruement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title XIV, Art. 68.

Same as CC 1808, p.
above.

400, Art. 60,

TITLE

Same as CC 1808, p. 401, Art. 60,
above ; but no p unctuation after "regles."

XII-OF LOAN*

*See general comment by redactors, Projet, p. 342.

ART.

There are two kinds of loans :
The loan of things, which may he used without being destroyed ;
And the loan of things, which are destroyed without [hy] being
used.
The first kind is called loan for use or commodatum.
The second kind i s called loan for consumption or mutuum. *

2891.

RCC-1773, 1778, 1 8 8 4, 2 2 1 0, 2892, 2893, 2 9 10, 3485.

RCC 1870, Art. 289 1 .

( Same as Art. 2 8 9 1 of Proposed Revision o f 1 8 6 9 )

C C 1 825, Art. 2862.

( No reference in Projet)

Same a s above.

Pars. 1, 2 same as pars. 1, 2, above.

And the loan of things, which are
destroyed by being used.
Pars. 4, 5 same as pars. 4, 6, above;
but semicolon ( ;) after "commodatum."

Il y a deux sortes de pret :
Celui des choses dont on p e ut user
sans les d etruire ;
Et celui des choses qui se consom
ment par !'usage qu'on en fait.
La premiere s'appele [s'appellel pret
a usage ou commodat ;
La d euxieme s'appele [s'appellel pret
de presomption [consommationl . *

CC 1 808, p. 402, Art. 1.

-p. 403, Art. 1 .

Same a s above ; but n o punctuation
after "The loan of things" or after
"And the loan of things" ; �eriod (.)
after "ccmvmodatum."

Pars. 1-4 same as pars. 1-4 , above ,·
,
' Ie' correctly spelled "s'apbut "s ,appe
pelle" ; comma (,) after "premiere"
'
and after "a usage."
La d euxieme, s'appelle pret de con
somptio n .
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